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COMMAND 
MISSION 
STATEMENT 
To preserve warfighting capability, combat lethality 
and readiness by working with our stakeholders to 
identify, mitigate, or eliminate hazards in order to 
reduce unnecessary risk to people, and resources.

OUR VISION 
We are the safety conscience of the Navy and 
Marine Corps, and charged with identifying 
unmitigated risk and policing the Naval Enterprise’s 
risk adjudication processes. We use all available 
technologies and methods to compile information, 
identify risk, and propose mitigation strategies. 
We are agile in our processes, capable of flexing 
to our stakeholder’s demands in order to provide 
world-class customer service. We actively align 
to the safety management system pillars, and 
principles to accomplish our mission.

WE ARE YOUR SAFETY ADVOCATE
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Safety Policy
•  We develop the policies and regulations for the Naval Enterprise providing the 
fundamental foundations of the Safety Management System (SMS)
•  We are experts in our fields, fluent in all higher guidance in pursuit of providing the 
best service to our stakeholders

•  We capitalize on our staff’s diversity of experience to develop experts in all areas of 
risk management, and control across the Naval Enterprise
•  We actively collect data from all available sources to create data-driven 
recommendations for risk reduction throughout the Naval Enterprise
•  We work with stakeholders to develop effective risk mitigation strategies

•  We identify risk to stakeholders through direct, and indirect observation
•  We monitor stakeholder risk adjudication processes until risks are eliminated, 
mitigated, or formally accepted at the appropriate level

•  We are responsible for providing world-class, safety-related training to the Naval 
Enterprise
•  We communicate with all levels of the Naval Enterprise for the greatest effect

The Naval Safety Center (NAVSAFECEN) set three lines of effort (LOE) to establish the 
command’s high-interest priorities, and underlying actions over the course of 2020. The 
LOEs aligned with Navy senior leaders’ focus on data at the center of decision-making 
to transform how the Navy and Marine Corps fight, maintain readiness, and conduct 
business operations. 
 
LOE 1: Complete the Risk Management Information (RMI) Safety Incident Reporting 
(SIR) rollout on time

LOE 2: Establish NAVSAFECEN as a center of excellence for modern data analytics 
to predict, and prevent mishaps

LOE 3: Improve NAVSAFECEN’s stewardship of mishap recommendations, and 
hazard report data

Safety Risk Management

Safety Assurance

Safety Promotion

OUR 2020 LINES OF EFFORT
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COMMANDER`S
STATEMENT

 
The year 2020 was an exciting and challenging year for our organization, and one 
marked by accomplishments and achievements beyond expectations. We started the 
year with an aggressive plan to build on our philosophy, placing data and analytics at 
the center of our decision-making to mitigate and prevent mishaps. We coupled this 
with a commitment to work continuously on improving our service to the Navy and 
Marine Corps.
 
With this in mind, we transitioned from a goal-oriented strategy to a living strategic 
campaign plan more suited to the function-based alignment of our command structure. 
We implemented this campaign with three initial lines of effort (LOE) with specific 
underlying action plans to guide the focus of our work in 2020. These LOEs served not 
only to educate our staff on the command’s priorities and specific objectives, but also 
instilled a sense of commitment and ownership so each member understands their 
role, and know they were part of a team working collaboratively toward three clearly 
defined objectives. We accomplished these objectives on time, and with great success. 

These LOEs aligned our focus on completing the rollout of NAVSAFECEN’s new Risk 
Management Information (RMI) Safety Incident Reporting (SIR) system on time, 
establishing NAVSAFECEN as a center for excellence for modern data analytics to 
predict and prevent mishaps, and improving the center’s stewardship of mishap 
recommendations and hazard report data, all of which are critical to reducing mishaps, 
and maintaining the readiness of our Navy and Marine Corps team. 
 
While the emergence of COVID-19 presented challenges to many of the objectives 
we had set, our staff displayed exceptional dedication, creativity, and a willingness to 
adapt. As a result, our work and service to our stakeholders continued with outstanding 
results. 

F.R. “LUCKY”
LUCHTMAN
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•  Our staff quickly adapted to a virtual environment, successfully transitioning to a 60% 
remote workplace while simultaneously developing tools and procedures to ensure we 
continued to assess, inform, and train our Sailors, Marines, and civilians. 

•  Revamped our public website presence to synchronize our brand across the digital 
spectrum, including social media, using the “Naval Safety Center” as the key element. 
This upgrade made it easier for users to locate and access our products across the 
organization. We also initiated ongoing analysis of our web, and social media presence 
to increase our responsiveness and engagement with our audience. 

•  We successfully launched the RMI SIR system on time in August and developed a new 
Navy Safety and Occupational Health Program (SOH) and Navy Safety Occupational 
Health manual, which established the first OPNAV-level Safety Management System.

•  We transitioned from in-person Navy Safety and Occupational Health (SOH) training 
to an online forum, delivered more than 300 hours of virtual training ahead of the RMI 
SIR rollout, and provided online and telephonic training and support for all our training 
initiatives to include the School of Aviation Safety. 

•  We maintained consistent communication across the Naval Enterprise, disseminating 
21 ALSAFE messages on a variety of topics to include COVID-19 reporting guidance, 
development and distribution of new training products, a variety of presentations and 
hundreds of information and data-based communication products including case 
studies, white papers, Lessons Learned and Sanitized Safety Investigation Reports and 
special edition magazines on RMI and summer safety.

•  Despite the COVID-19 environment, NAVSAFECEN performed over 75 Aviation, Afloat, 
Expeditionary unit, joint service, and facility assessments; facilitated the closure of 
more than 70 mishap investigations, and closed roughly 690 mishap recommendations.

•  We successfully held the 28th Annual Joint Safety and Environmental Professional 
Development Symposium. The symposium offered over 90 sessions of continuing 
education topics for 3,505 registered participants in areas of safety and occupational 
health and environmental readiness. 

As we look to 2021, we’ve set three new priorities in the areas of Digital Transformation, 
Risk Management, and Safety Professional Development. We are very excited for all the 
great things our Naval Enterprise will accomplish this year. We look forward to serving 
you as we continue our shared goal of preserving readiness and saving lives. We are 
your safety advocate!

COMMANDER`S STATEMENT

F. R. Luchtman
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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY
This annual report highlights the Naval Safety Center’s 
(NAVSAFECEN) progress, trends and results achieved in 
2020 – despite the challenges presented in operating in a 
constrained COVID-19 environment. NAVSAFECEN is an 
Echelon 2 command reporting directly to the Chief of Naval 
Operations and is the Department of the Navy’s safety 
administrator across the Naval Enterprise. Approximately 220 
employees (military, civilian, and contractors) comprise the 
NAVSAFECEN team across six directorates and two tenant 
commands.  

We are committed to protecting the lives of our Sailors, 
Marines, and civilian employees and providing critical and 
relevant data to our stakeholders. In addition to detailing 
results, rates, and trends for Navy and Marine Corps mishaps, 
programs, and assessments in 2020, this report also presents 
the products and services supporting the Naval Enterprise 
plus tools and initiatives rolled out in 2020 to further develop 
and improve our ability to identify, mitigate or eliminate 
hazards and reduce unnecessary risk to people and resources. 

NAVSAFECEN took deliberate steps to develop a 
comprehensive plan and action-based lines of effort aligned 
with its new Safety Policy, establishing the Navy Safety 
Management System program and manual, released in June 
2020. The Navy SMS provides the framework to manage 
safety and risk at all levels through implementation of four 
pillars – Safety Policy, Safety Risk Management, Safety 
Assurance, and Safety Promotion, and reinforces the Navy’s 
commitment to the health and welfare of its people and to the 
principle of continuous improvement.

Timely completion of safety investigation report endorsements and implementing mishap recommendations (MISREC) 
and hazard recommendations (HAZREC) were a continuing issue in 2020, primarily due to the WESS platform’s 
limitations. NAVSAFECEN launched the new Risk Management Information (RMI) Safety Incident Reporting (SIR) system 
in August 2020, providing a single point of entry, easier and quicker data input, and a reduced chance for errors. The RMI 
SIR capability captures all required safety data for consolidation, management, and compliance with higher directives. 
With the RMI SIR system’s rollout and adoption, issues such as missing data fields and timely completion of SIR 
endorsements and MISRECs are expected to improve. One of RMI’s greatest advantages is that all SIRs and HAZREPs will 
be available to the Naval Enterprise no greater than 45 days after the report has been released by the Mishap Board for 
Class B-E mishaps and HAZREPs and no later than 90 days after SIR release for Class A mishaps.

Safety Risk Management 
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Safety Promotion 

NAVSAFECEN disseminated a full range of targeted communication products and expanded its virtual training capability, 
which is a critical part of an effective SMS program.  
 
NAVSAFECEN conducts roughly 550 courses worldwide, training an estimated 10,000 students annually. In addition to 
providing hundreds of hours of online and virtual training ahead of the RMI SIR rollout, NAVSAFECEN more than doubled the 
number of traditional, schoolhouse-based courses available online and expanded others to hybrid models. The organization 
also completely revamped five Operational Risk Management courses to better resonate with the style and pacing preferred 
by the military’s largest demographic of Generation Z 18 to 24 year-olds. 

Other initiatives included increased and more cost-effective updates to NAVSAFECEN’s public website, including enhanced 
search function capabilities and ease of use and publication of detailed case studies on topics such as mitigating forklift 
risks and a critical issue with white phosphorous night vision goggles leading to a safety advisory and request for continued 
reporting on incidents.
 

NAVSAFECEN also expanded its workforce in 2020, specifically in key specialty areas by increasing data analysts and 
scientists, investigators, and communications staff.  
 
As the safety conscience of the Navy and Marine Corps, we work tirelessly as an advocate for Sailor, Marine, and civilian 
safety to ensure operational readiness. We remain focused on continuously improving our analytical data capabilities, the 
quality of our products, and the speed at which we disseminate accurate and relevant information. We recognize that much 
of the nature of safety across the Naval Enterprise is enduring. 

On a final note, we view our organization as a data center of excellence, while at the same time we recognize the efforts 
of safety advocacy remain a fundamentally human enterprise. We acknowledge that the efforts of our safety professional 
force helped make 2020 a year of significant safety accomplishments. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

For the first time in nearly 100 years of recorded naval aviation history, the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps closed out 
the fiscal year without a single aviation-related fatality in either service. Training, aviator commitment to safety 
and NAVSAFECEN’s continuous support, assistance and the evolution of its approach to safety assessments 
contributed largely to this accomplishment. 
 
Despite the challenges and restrictions of operating during the pandemic, the organization still performed more 
than 75 assessments, closed more than 70 mishap investigations and Safety Investigation Boards and closed more 
than 690 MISRECs. NAVSAFECEN established and participated in numerous safety analytics working groups and 
focus groups to include joint-service working groups focusing on areas of overlap for all services such as tactical 
vehicle incidents. 
 
Human factors remain the most significant contributor to mishap rates across all platforms and communities, 
with complacency and policy non-compliance rating highest among causal factors. These factors were deemed 
significant in the majority of Safety Assurance functions to include mishap investigations, assessments and 
adjudication of MISRECs and HAZRECs. As such, safety culture will remain a top focus of NAVSAFECEN going 
forward in 2021. 

Safety Assurance Issues and 
Milestones 
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SAFETY POLICY

GUIDING 
PRINCIPLES
•  We develop the policies and regulations for 
the Naval Enterprise providing the fundamental 
foundations of the SMS 

•  We are experts in our fields, fluent in all higher 
guidance in pursuit of providing the best service to our 
stakeholders

NAVSAFECEN updated, replaced, and created policies 
and guidance in 2020 that met the requirements 
for a fully functional SMS and established through 
documentation, the organization’s expectations, 
objectives, employee participation, risk tolerance, and 
SMS business rules for its personnel.
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HIGHLIGHTS
•  Development of OPNAVINST 5100.23H Navy Safety and Occupational Health 
Program and M-5100.23 Navy SOH Manual, which replaced guidance in place since 
2005. OPNAVINST 5100.23H/M-5100.23 clarified the Navy SOH hierarchy, established 
the first OPNAV-level SMS and made significant improvements in SOH training, Base 
Operating Support safety support, inspections, and the overall agency approach to 
SOH. (Shore Safety) 

•  Development of the Navy Safety Case as a structured argument supported by 
evidence and preparing a proof of concept for the Fall Protection (FP) Program. A Naval 
Safety Guide presenting the proof of concept is intended for use by all levels of the 
chain of command from deckplate to Echelon 1 to implement. The FP Program was 
established to protect Navy civilians and military personnel from the hazards of falling 
from heights at Navy and Marine Corps commands, units, and activities  

•  Extensive updates were made to the Physiological Event (PE) Operating Guide in 
2020 to further improve a comprehensive process that standardizes the reporting and 
investigation of PEs across all applicable naval aviation platforms. (Aviation) 

•  Created the Maintenance Department Safety Naval Aviation Maintenance Program 
Standard Operating Procedure (NAMPSOP) for COMNAVAIRFORINST 4790.2D The 
Naval Aviation Maintenance Program, released to the Naval Enterprise in February 
2021. (Aviation) 

•  As members of various Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures Standardization 
(NATOPS) advisory groups, Aviation SMEs worked with the Naval Air Systems 
Command (NAVAIR) and Naval Enterprise stakeholders, to review and endorse 35 
NATOPS manuals changes affecting nearly every naval aircraft type, naval airfield 
operations and carrier-based operations. (Aviation) 

SAFETY POLICY
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SAFETY RISK MANAGEMENT

•  We capitalize on our staff ’s diversity of experience 
to develop exper ts in all areas of r isk management and 
control across the Naval Enterprise

•  We collect data from all available sources to create 
data-driven recommendations for r isk reduction throughout 
the Naval Enterprise

•  We work with stakeholders to 
develop effective risk mitigation strategies

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

One of NAVSAFECEN’s most significant achievements of 2020 was the on-time rollout and 
implementation of the new Risk Management Information (RMI) Streamlined Incident Reporting (SIR) 
system.
 
RMI SIR aligns with a formal system of hazard identification, risk assessment, risk acceptance, control 
implementation, and risk monitoring to control risk at acceptable levels. Risk management applies to all 
missions and environments across the Naval Enterprise, both on and off duty.

RMI is composed of four pillars:

Provides enterprise reporting enhancements, which include 
streamlined reporting processes, improved unit-level 
reporting access and capabilities, and enterprise and 
unit-level tracking and verification of reportable medical 
injuries.

Streamlined Incident Reporting 
(SIR)

Analysis and Dissemination(A&D)
Provides an advanced analysis and analytics capability 
for SIR and safety program management data that will 
enable trend analysis and proactive decision-making 
related to mishap and injury avoidance in compliance with 
Department of Defense (DOD) safety and occupational 
health standards and policy.

Provides users with the capabilities needed for planning, 
preparing, and executing a safety and occupational health 
program. Specific capabilities include confined space entry, 
deficiency abatement, fall protection, inspections, job hazard 
analysis, medical surveillance, respiratory protection, safety 
committee, self-assessment, and training.

Safety Program Management 
(SPM)

Single Point Of Entry 
(SPOE)

Provides a single point of entry available to Sailors, Marines 
and safety professionals, reducing the inconsistencies 
introduced by dissimilar legacy systems and organizations.
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The Knowledge Management and Safety Promotions (KMSP) Directorate began working toward 
two major effor ts designed to improve tools and processes. KMSP’s data management directorate 
initiated a comprehensive data visualization effor t designed to provide Naval Enterprise customers 
with the necessary tools for tracking, and exploring safety issues taking place in operational 
forces. An example of one of these new tools is the f irst dashboard produced, which provides 
data on carrier strike groups. In the area of process improvement, the division began developing 
management metrics for quality control regarding data inputs. Both programs are exploratory, and 
ongoing.

The data administration and programming directorates completed tasking enabling the continued 
operation of the WESS platform while fully suppor ting the RMI effor ts. 

The Safety Promotions Directorate created and distributed to the Naval Enterprise a full -color 
special edition magazine highlighting RMI, providing an in -depth user guide to supplement off icial 
RMI training and resources.

Transitioning from the previous Web-Enabled Safety System (WESS) and bringing this innovative 
safety management system online was a focused and collaborative effor t by the entire 
NAVSAFECEN workforce. Every directorate contributed to the successful launch of RMI, whether 
by migrating data, communicating to the Naval Enterprise, or by conducting pre -rollout training 
both vir tually and through seminars. 

The Operational Risk Management and Expeditionary Directorate provided subject matter exper t 
(SME) suppor t and months of technical assessments and input to ensure a smooth transition 
from WESS to RMI, including SMEs who trained Naval Enterprise personnel on the Dive/Jump 
Repor ting System (DJRS) functionality. DJRS serves 31,895 users from 10 agencies across the U.S. 
government. There were 12,036 dive logs encompassing 14 4,987 dives. 

In addition to developing associated training material for customer use, SMEs also provided 
assistance with DJRS upgrades to ensure continued communication between RMI and DJRS. 
NAVSAFECEN SMEs assisted with 935 RMI-SIR customer engagements via Kapsuun Group. 

Shore Safety Directorate suppor ted RMI by completing 164 feedbacks for the system, reviewing 
three plans, conducting 20 RMI/SIR instructor training sessions and initiating, testing, and 
validating 97 of the original 304 feedbacks for SIR and SPM integrated product teams (inspections, 
hazard abatement, confined space, and falls).

The Aviation Safety Programs Directorate was critical in product development and training 
for RMI. Directorate trainers provided formal and informal face -to -face, online, and telephonic 
training to Navy and Marine Corps personnel. Effor ts included in -person instruction and 
curriculum updates for the School of Aviation Safety to ensure future aviation safety off icers 
received the latest mishap and hazard repor ting information. 

Afloat Safety Directorate delivered over 300 hours of online training to more than 2,000 Navy 
and Marine safety professionals through Adobe Connect during the transition to RMI/SIR. The 
development team’s effor ts ensured the testing of 173 scenarios and the identif ication and 
correction of 72 high-priority system discrepancies. These effor ts proved vital to the on-time 
release of a fully functioning and highly reliable safety recording and management system to the 
Naval Enterprise to serve as a replacement for WESS. 

SAFETY RISK MANAGEMENT
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Investigations 
The year proved busy for all warfare areas, as our investigators actively engaged in carrying out several AMBs and SIBs. 

•  Eight Afloat, nine Shore, 18 Aviation and 22 Marine Corps Ground Class A and Explosive SIBs were initiated, and are 
currently ongoing.
•  Proactively working with stakeholders throughout the Naval Safety Enterprise, Code 90 investigators facilitated closure 
of seven Afloat, 13 Aviation, 20 Shore and 31 Marine Corps Ground investigations.

Guiding Principles
•  We identify r isk to stakeholders through direct 
and indirect observation

•  We monitor stakeholder r isk adjudication 
processes until r isks are eliminated, mitigated, or 
formally accepted at the appropriate level

One of the ways NAVSAFECEN serves its customers is 
through a well-rounded Safety Assurance program. The 
NAVSAFECEN measures compliance with standards, 
policies, directives, and procedures through audits, assist 
visits, human factors surveys, and workshops, command 
and employee reporting and guides continuous improvement 
efforts and positive safety cultures.  
 
NAVSAFECEN employs a variety of tools and services to 
include assessments, mishap investigations and Safety 
Investigation Boards, tracking of mishap recommendations 
(MISREC), safety analytics working groups and ALSAFE 
message dissemination.

Assessments
Safety assessments allow NAVSAFECEN personnel to evaluate 
the risk management and safety culture, as well as share and 
disseminate best practices, instructions, and lessons learned 
gained across the enterprise. Through continuous collection and 
trend analysis of multiple data streams, NAVSAFECEN evaluates 
the level of risk for Navy and Marine Corps units and leverages 
this information to determine the relative priority for a safety 
assessment.

•  Calendar year 2020 marked the first full year conducting Afloat 
Operations Safety Assessments (AOSA) under the new dynamic 
(underway) format as a predictable part of the deploying group’s 
(CSG or ESG) Optimized Fleet Response Plan (OFRP). 
•  Persevering through COVID-19 restrictions, the Afloat team 
completed 12 assessments, including comprehensive events 
for Carrier Strike Group ELEVEN (USS Nimitz) and Expeditionary 
Strike Group THREE (USS Makin Island), providing key insights to 
commanding officers and Strike Group commanders. 
•  NAVSAFECEN conducted 28 Aviation Squadron Safety 
Assessments and 11 Air Station and Aviation Facility Safety 
Assessments, providing a comprehensive look at how the units 
operated, communicated and used risk management during 
planning and execution.

SAFETY ASSURANCE
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MISREC Tracking
One of NAVSAFECEN’s lines of effort in 2020 was focused on 
improving its stewardship of mishap recommendations and hazard 
report data. Code 30 Afloat Safety maintains stewardship of all open 
MISRECs and corrective actions to include continuous development 
and streamlining of a structured process to adjudicate outstanding 
risks identified by the Naval Enterprise. These efforts assist action 
commands in properly prioritizing their MISRECs, fostering a steady 
strain to resolve them and playing an important role in reducing future 
mishaps. 

•  The Afloat team’s efforts included developing and streamlining a 
structured process to adjudicate outstanding risks identified by the 
Naval Enterprise. The result was a successful closeout of 32% of 
the MISRECs that existed in January 2020. White papers were also 
produced to provide oversight and guidance to echelon 2 commands 
to remove barriers that prevent the mitigation, or removal of known 
risks. 
•  The ORM/Expeditionary Directorate identified and began tracking 
all open MISRECs versus tracking only MISRECs generated from 
Class A and select Class B mishaps, resulting in 338 additional open 
MISRECs. After working with the Safety POCs for Naval Special 
Warfare (NSW), Navy Expeditionary Combat Command (NECC) and 
Naval Beach Group (NBG), all but 11 MISRECs were adjudicated and 
subsequently closed (six for NSW and five for NECC). The team’s 
combined efforts reduced these open recommendations from 353 to 
11 within six months. 
•  The Aviation team produced 636 MISREC and hazard 
recommendations for adjudication and implementation and 
coordinated with Navy and Marine Corps Aircraft Controlling 
Custodians to facilitate the completion of 348 recommendations 
during FY20. ation Mishap Boards (s) and SIBs. 

Safety Assurance Letter
Afloat/Shore submitted a Naval Enterprise-wide Safety Assurance Letter: A review of 15 different shipboard fires indicated 
non-compliance with policy. Thirteen of these fires occurred while ships were in port and the majority of these fires began 
outside of standard ship working hours. Post- review of these fire mishaps found that production, meeting timelines and 
cost concerns were the primary focus of leadership down to the team level. Compliance was noted as a secondary focus. In 
a plurality of these mishaps, focus was consistently lost on basic risk mitigation strategies/controls and the importance of 
required training, effective watch bills, appropriate daily meetings/communication, daily walk-throughs along with oversight 
assessments/inspections were not always primary safety considerations. Cumulative hazards were the result of a gradual, 
unrecognized accumulation of risk –despite the controls delineated in governing publications. Over time, normalization of 
deviance occurred.
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Safety 
Analytics 
Working 
Groups 
(SAWG)

Another of NAVSAFECEN’s lines 
of effort was to establish itself 
as a data and analytics center 
of excellence, requires close 
coordination across the Naval 
Enterprise to ensure unity of effort, 
and focus on the ways and means 
to predict and prevent mishaps. 
NAVSAFECEN established a charter 
for the Safety Analytics Working 
Groups to serve as a collaborative 
forum of naval data analytics 
leaders to improve collaboration 
and deconflict analytical work 
among all participants. This 
working group supports one of the 
NAVSAFECEN’s core functions; 
Safety Risk Management and 
Safety Assurance, to provide 
data services that identify 
safety risk factors; promotes 
awareness of identified factors; 
and enables targeted risk 
mitigations and corrective actions 
by Navy and Marine Corps 
stakeholders.  
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•  Members of the Expeditionary Warfare Directorate 
represent the Navy in the Joint Tactical Vehicle Safety 
Working Group (JTVSWG) (ongoing). The group works to 
identify why personnel are entering Service without a driver’s 
license and potential mitigating strategies.
•  Integrated Military Free Fall (MFF) Static Line Air Drop 
Advisory Group – As the DOD proponent for MFF and Special 
Operations Forces (SOF) Static Line (SL) parachuting, this 
venue enables collaboration and guidance affecting systems’ 
RDT&E, certification, acquisition, training, readiness, safety 
and sustainment. 
•  Parachute Malfunction Review (PMR) Boards – This is a 
DOD Airborne meeting to discuss all parachute malfunctions, 
determine trends and make recommendations to the 
Airborne program as a whole as it relates to parachute 
operations.
•  Integrated Product Team (IPT) – Navy Airborne Operations 
Program stakeholders meet to discuss issues and make 
decisions to enhance the program.
•  The Shore Safety team participated in nine working 
groups addressing issues and topics such as RMI functional 
requirements, Supervisor Mishap Reports, Defense Safety 
Oversight Council Motor and Joint Tactical Vehicles. 

SAFETY ASSURANCE
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SAFETY PROMOTION: TRAINING AND 
COMMUNICATION

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
•  We are responsible for providing world-class safety related training to the Naval Enterprise.

•  We communicate with all levels of the Naval Enterprise for the greatest effect.

•  NAVSAFECEN rolled out several new training initiatives and updated and expanded others, providing continuation of training 
for a Navy-wide audience throughout COVID-9 distributed operations and pandemic limitations. 
•  Shore Safety provided support for COVID reporting guidance and assistance and transitioning SOH training from in-person 
to online. The team provided a great deal of support to ensure the successful release of RMI by training, leading development 
of the supervisory report, feedback development and processing and support to Safety Program Management development 
teams. 
•  ORM/Expeditionary developed, designed, evaluated and implemented the Navy’s Operational Risk Management (ORM) 
distributed learning curriculum. ORM curriculum consists of a series of five ORM 1.5 hour distributed learning asynchronous/
self-paced courses; a total of 7.5 hours of courseware delivered on Navy eLearning Ashore, Afloat and DVD. Beginning in 2016, 
the curriculum reaches an average of 120,000 students annually.
•  In response to challenges presented in 2020, the Afloat Directorate adapted the Submarine Safety Officer course to a virtual 
setting resulting in 30% increased attendance per course and is simultaneously available to all submarine concentration areas. 
Graduates earn certification to serve as Safety Officers onboard submarines.
•  The Submarine Safety Officer course provides instruction on MISHAP investigation and reporting, hazard reporting, trend 
analysis, operational risk management, occupational safety, NAVSAFECEN reporting tools and services, recreational and 
off-duty safety, traffic and motorcycle safety and lessons learned from Naval Enterprise MISHAPs and AOSAs. 

Innovative and Targeted Training Initiatives

NAVSAFECEN produces a variety of targeted and data-driven reports and summaries to its customers and stakeholders, designed 
to promote safety as a core value with practices that support a sound culture of excellence. These products include includes 
training, awards, employee recognition, sharing best practices and lessons learned, clear communications and other actions to 
create a proactive safety climate and informed safety culture. 
 
Our products are the result of collaborative efforts among all staff and directorates in the command with multiple teams 
contributing to the overall content and development of each product and report. The Knowledge Management and Safety 
Promotions Directorate has overall responsibility for providing advanced data analytics as well as in-depth studies, trends, data 
visualization and communication products to the Naval Enterprise to promote a culture of excellence across the Navy and Marine 
Corps. 
 
The Safety Promotions branch of KMSP develops, produces and disseminates a wide variety of communication media products 
to further educate and inform NAVSAFECEN’s internal and external stakeholders. The directorate also collaborates with all 
directorates in the development of Safety Promotion products tailored toward the needs of their specific warfighting communities. 
 
Over the course of 2020, NAVSAFECEN directorates produced and provided a total of 53 Lessons Learned (LL) and Sanitized 
Safety Incident Reports (SSIR). 

Communicating Across the Naval Enterprise
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SAFETY PROMOTION: TRAINING AND COMMUNICATION

Lessons learned products are articles intended to convey a message of how to prevent a future mishap. The content 
and style of LLs vary and may be based on a single mishap or hazard, a series of incidents, a general mishap category, 
or an identified best practice. The titles are numbered by calendar year. Lessons Learned articles covered topics such 
as electric scooters, winter electrical safety, fireworks mishaps, off-duty firearms and shipboard hot work.

Lessons Learned products

Sanitized Safety Investigation Reports (SSIRs) are fully releasable Class A or B mishap safety reports that do not 
contain safety privileged, or personally identifiable information and can be disseminated to the Naval Enterprise for 
training purposes. Notable SSIR titles included Maintainer Fall from Aircraft, Afloat Electrical Shock, Pyro Locker 
Flooding and Road Guard Struck by Crossfire, to name a few. 

For a full list of Lessons Learned and SSIRs produced in 2020, see Appendix E.

Sanitized Safety Investigation Reports
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SAFETY PROMOTION: TRAINING AND 
COMMUNICATION

Class A Mishap Executive Summaries summarize Safety Investigation Reports (SIR) to quickly and accurately inform customers of 
mishap causes and recommendations. They are typically produced within 10 days of the release of a Class A SIR and pushed by the 
directorate to the applicable audience. 

Class A Mishap Executive Summaries 

Each directorate conducts a variety of in-depth studies to address safety issues across the Naval Enterprise. Analysts collect, pull, and 
analyze multiple data points and narratives to identify mishap trends. By combining this data with other contributing factors to include 
behavior, culture, environmental conditions, procedures, and instructions, they’re able to identify emerging risk trends and develop 
targeted recommendations to mitigate those risks. Case studies are then published and disseminated to appropriate audiences. In 
2020, NAVSAFECEN began translating these studies into articles for release to improve readability for the wider Naval Enterprise 
audience.  

•  USMC Drowning Mishaps. Post high profile Amphibious Assault Vehicle Marine drowning mishap study was completed that reviewed 
these types of occurrences. (ORM/EXP)
•  Analysis and White Papers. MH-60 Functional Check Flight procedures. Identify procedures during MH-60 functional check 
flights that have historically resulted in mishaps or HAZREPs, along with mitigation measures to reduce chances of occurrence. 
(Investigations)
•  The Operations Research Directorate (KMSP) researched and published four studies to include Pathways to Failure, which utilized 
in-depth research using the DOD Human Factors and Classification Systems to find potential pathways that can lead to aviation safety 
incidents, and an Operational Tempo (OPTEMPO) Analysis Study, the second report in a series devoted to refining a risk analysis model 
for operational assets within the US Navy. This installment analyzes the relationship between OPTEMPO – time at-sea OPTEMPO and 
risk.

Case Studies
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SAFETY PROMOTION: TRAINING AND COMMUNICATION

In calendar year (CY) 2020, Safety Promotions published 38 press releases, three issues of Approach magazine, two issues 
of MECH magazine, a special edition “101 Days of Summer” magazine, and a special edition Risk Management Information 
(RMI) magazine. The directorate provided copy editing, layout and design, and editorial supervision for three editions of the 
Ship’s Safety Bulletin, three FLASH (submarine community) safety grams, 18 aviation safety grams, two expeditionary safety 
grams and three shore safety grams. The team also provided two articles and graphics for the National Safety Council’s 
Family Health and Safety Magazine and tailored trifolds to each individual directorate.

Briefs, Presentations, Communication Products

•  Safety Case “Fall Protection” Proof of Concept
•  FY20 PDS Claimant Meeting (350 participants)
•  NAVSEA Warfare Center ESH F2F
•  CNRMA Safety (N35) Installation program Director Leadership Workshop

Shore Safety Presentations

The Aviation Directorate published roughly 35 studies, Lessons Learned and SSIRs, Class A mishap executive summaries 
(eight) and ready room training briefs, aviation-specific quarterly safety grams and eight stories in MECH and Approach 
Magazines. 

The team also published an informational pamphlet to educate the Naval Enterprise on our capabilities and 
responsibilities and, a Senior Member Guide for aviation Investigations to assist aviation safety officers and senior 
members in the conduct of an investigation when NAVSAFECEN Aircraft Mishap Investigators are not yet on scene, or in 
cases where squadrons do not request on-scene assistance.

The Aviation Directorate

The ORM and Expeditionary Directorate generated and provided two Drop Zone newsletters to the parachute community, 
capturing relevant and timely information related to parachute operations, management, and safety. The directorate also 
released two Diver Safety Lines, newsletters highlighting trends, statistics, malfunctions, and issues associated with DOD 
diving operations. The newsletters also shared ideas and mitigation strategies to address relevant issues.

The ORM and Expeditionary Directorate 

The ALSAFE message system is a tool used to send information to the Navy and Marine Corps-wide audience on important 
policy changes, safety initiatives, and other key topics to preserve readiness, warfighting capabilities, and save lives. 
NAVSAFECEN distributed 21 ALSAFE messages in 2020 on topics such as Risk Management Information Roles and 
Guidance, RMI SIR accounts management, COVID-19 reporting guidance, and the Crosby Shackle Recall. 

Released ALSAFE Messages
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APPENDIX A: 

CODE 10 
AVIATION SAFETY 
DIRECTORATE 

About Us

The Naval Safety Center’s 
(NAVSAFECEN) Aviation Safety 
Directorate (Code 10) includes Aircraft 
Operations, Aircraft Maintenance 
and Material, Aviation Weapon 
Systems, Aeromedical and Aviation 
Knowledge Management, as well as 
Safety Promotions. Aviation Safety 
supports Naval Enterprise Safety 
Management Systems (SMS) through 
policy development, safety assurance 
programs, analysis of aviation data and 
dissemination of safety information 
through education and training.

The directorate’s FY20 actions focused on the Naval Aviation Safety Management System’s execution and administration. 
The directorate provided policy, direction and assistance to Naval Aviation Enterprise (NAE) stakeholders to increase Naval 
Enterprise safety awareness and standardization. 

Areas of emphasis included physiological event policy, Aviation Safety Management System (3750.6S), and Chief of 
Naval Operations (CNO) Aviation Safety Awards (1650.28B); membership on various boards and working groups; RMI and 
analytical assistance; mishaps, hazards, physiological events (PE) and recommendation tracking; execution of information 
exchanges with Department of Defense (DOD), interagency, foreign partner and commercial and private organizations; and 
the generation and proliferation of various safety awareness products. 

Additionally, the directorate conducted safety assessments and site visits to collect data to support community-wide trend 
analysis and provide unit-specific feedback and recommendations to improve Naval Enterprise squadrons’ and aviation 
facilities’ safety posture. Support included targeted assessments, on-call assessments, maintenance risk management 
seminars and aviation and Physiological Episodes Action Team (PEAT) informational briefs. 

Fiscal Year (FY) 2020 Overview
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SAFETY POLICY 

• Provided the Naval Enterprise daily formal and informal guidance regarding the Aviation Safety Management 
System (3750.6S), the CNO Aviation Safety Awards (1650.28B) ordnance safety, aeromedical policy, the 
Web-Enabled Safety System (WESS) and the Risk Management Information (RMI) reporting system.

• With the addition of PEAT, NAVSAFECEN assumed the role as the Navy and Marine Corps authority on 
Physiological Event (PE) reporting and investigations policy, data aggregation and accuracy, event tracking and 
PE information dissemination. To this end, the directorate made extensive updates to the PE Operating Guide 
in 2020 to further improve a comprehensive process that standardizes the reporting and investigation of PEs 
across all applicable Naval Aviation platforms.

• Created the Maintenance Department Safety Naval Aviation Maintenance Program Standard Operating 
Procedure (NAMPSOP) for COMNAVAIRINST 4790.2D, released to the Naval Enterprise on Feb. 1, 2021. Aligned 
with the 3750.6S policy, this addition to the NAMPSOP will direct aviation maintainers to identify and report 
mishaps and to reduce and eliminate mishaps through prevention, education and training. 

• As sitting members of various Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures Standardization (NATOPS) advisory 
groups, directorate subject matter experts, in coordination with Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) and 
Naval Enterprise stakeholders, reviewed and endorsed 35 NATOPS manual changes affecting nearly every naval 
aircraft type/model/series, naval airfield operations and carrier-based operations.

• As a trusted agent, NAVSAFECEN personnel ensured incorporation of adequate risk management into each 
procedural change. 

• As a permanent board member and safety advisor to the Weapon System Explosives Safety Review Board 
(WSESRB), the directorate represented the Naval Safety Center during 28 WSESRB meetings. The meetings 
focused on the safety oversight process to acquire new and legacy upgrades of ordnance items, explosive 
components and associated systems for use on naval aircraft, ships, submarines and ground weapon systems.  

• As a voting member in the monthly Laser Safety Review Board (LSRB), NAVSAFECEN provided valuable 
recommendations to the board focusing on the procurement, operations and maintenance for laser systems. 
Specifically, directorate representatives reviewed Class 3B and 4 lasers used in optical fiber communications 
systems, all DON lasers used in combat, combat training or classified in the interest of national security and all 
laser systems cable of exceeding Class 3R levels.

• Directorate analysts participated in 13 Safety Systems Working Groups (SSWGs) for various aircraft types, 
providing NAVAIR and Naval Enterprise stakeholders mishap and hazard data for evaluation and mitigation 
through technical and procedural solutions. 

• Developed and coordinated 171 reciprocal information-sharing agreements with non-DOD governmental and 
commercial partners to enhance investigative and analytical support for naval platforms and procedures. 
Worked hand-in-hand with U.S. Coast Guard and DOD partners to share common platform information to 
increase safety awareness and collaboration across the services. 

SAFETY ASSURANCE 

• Despite the COVID environment, NAVSAFECEN performed 28 Aviation Squadron Safety Assessments and 11 Air 
Station and Aviation Facility Safety Assessments. These assessments provided a comprehensive look at how 
the units operated, communicated and used risk management during planning and execution. Using process 
observation and programmatic measures, these teams comprised of Navy and Marine Corps subject matter 
experts provided actionable recommendations to unit commanders and identified systemic risks facing the 
aviation community to higher echelons of command. 

• In conjunction with NAVSAFECEN’s Afloat Directorate, the Aviation Safety Programs Directorate supported an 
afloat underway safety assessment onboard USS Nimitz. 

• Directorate personnel reviewed and adjudicated 2,495 FY20 mishap and hazard reports ensuring data 
standardization and accuracy. In addition, the directorate reviewed and completed hundreds of historical 
reports and thousands of lines of data in preparation for the WESS sundown. 

• Tracked 636 mishap and hazard recommendations for adjudication and implementation. Coordinated with Navy 
and Marine Corps Aircraft Controlling Custodians to facilitate the completion of 348 recommendations during 
the fiscal year. 
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SAFETY RISK MANAGEMENT AND TRAINING

• The directorate supported multiple engineering and medical research organizations with PE and 
mishap data, including NAVAIR, the Navy and Marine Corps Public Health Center, Naval Aeromedical 
Research Unit-Dayton, Naval Aerospace Medicine Institute and several other DOD medical research 
commands. 

• The directorate executed PE-related safety awareness events, including hosting the Root Cause 
Corrective Action (RCCA) outbrief to NAE leadership, conducting discussions with NAE stakeholders 
on wearable monitors and presenting PE investigation, data collection and reporting requirements 
at the annual Navy Flight Medicine global PE Synchronization Event and at the U.S. Naval Aerospace 
Conference. 

• Along with the 28 Aviation Squadron Safety Assessments, the directorate conducted 22 Aviation 
Maintenance Risk Management (MRM) seminars for Naval Enterprise units and for Aviation 
Maintenance Officer, Aviation Safety Officer and Aviation Safety Command courses. 

• Ordnance subject matter experts (SME) completed three Aviation Ordnance Manager Career 
Progression classes. These seminars focused on combating negative trends by providing mishap or 
hazard examples, discussing risk management strategies and sharing best practices to the audience.  

• With the sundown of WESS, the Aviation Safety Programs Directorate was critical in product 
development and training for RMI. Directorate trainers provided formal and informal face-to-face, 
online and telephonic training to Navy and Marine Corps personnel. This included in-person instruction 
and curriculum updates for the School of Aviation Safety to ensure future Aviation Safety Officers 
receive the latest mishap and hazard reporting information.  

• Directorate aeromedical personnel provided 20 hours of aeromedical mishap investigation training for 
Naval Aerospace Medical Institute’s three Aeromedical Officer (AMO) student courses (one in-person 
session in Pensacola and two virtual sessions conducted via Microsoft Teams). 

SAFETY PROMOTION

• Provided aviation SME and data analysis support for the Office of Legislative Affairs, the National 
Commission on Military Aviation Safety, the Consolidated Disposition Authority Review Board and the 
DOD Inspectors General Office. 

• Reviewed, coordinated and provided 70 safety awards on behalf of the CNO. Safety awards included 63 
CNO Aviation Safety Awards presented to individual squadrons, four Admiral Flatley Memorial Awards 
for CVN and L Class ships and their embarked Carrier Air Wings or Marine Air Ground Task Forces, 
two Grampaw Pettibone Awards for the organization and individual who contributed the most toward 
aviation-safety awareness through publications and media resources and one CNO Readiness Through 
Safety Award to the Aircraft Controlling Custodian who had the lowest mishap rate across the NAE.

• Along with daily analysis support provided to the Naval Enterprise, the directorate published 
approximately 35 studies, Lessons Learned (LL) or Sanitized Safety Investigation Reports (SSIRs), eight 
Class A mishap executive summaries and ready room training briefs, 35 aviation community-specific 
quarterly Safety Grams and eight stories in MECH and Approach Magazines.  

• Class A mishap executive summaries and ready room training briefs are privileged products that 
respectively summarize Safety Investigation Reports (SIR) to quickly and accurately inform the Aircraft 
Controlling Custodians and squadron personnel of mishap causes and recommendations. These 
products are generally produced within 10 days of the release of a Class A SIR and pushed by the 
directorate to the applicable audience. These are available upon request to Safety Officers at all levels 
of command.

• Quarterly Safety Grams are non-privileged products that provide a quarterly “roll up” of mishap and 
hazard information, as well as policy, training and trend information. These products are designed for 
and pushed to squadron safety officers, but they are available upon request. 

• The Knowledge Management and Safety Promotion (KMSP) Directorate maintains a complete list of 
all safety promotions products, but Department of the Navy (DON) aviation stakeholders may request 
desired products through an Aviation Safety Programs Directorate analyst. Although not all-inclusive, 
the following list highlights examples of available studies, LLs or SSIRs. 
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CASE STUDIES:

• Ordnance Delivery Trends
• H-1 Engine Issues
• MPRA VQ injury rates
• Aerial Refueling Mishap/Hazard Causal Factors
• Grooved Runway Surfaces
• C-130 Cargo Hazards
• White Phosphorus NVG Hazard study
• Magazine Trunk Mishaps
• H-60 GUNNEX TFOA update 
• Precision Landing Mode Safety
• Safety and readiness impacts of COVID-19 on the Naval Enterprise
• Canopy departs an unoccupied AV-8B as a CH-53 lands adjacent
• Comparison study of Class C mishaps in FA-18E vs FA-18F
• Lack of supervision vs. effective communication
• Aircraft hangar conditions
• Crane mishaps
• Hazmat spills prevention
• Mishap causation related to maintenance
• Egress maintenance performed without formal training

LLs and SSIRs:

• LL 20-03 Aircraft Damaged During Dynamic Maintenance
• LL 20-11 Aircraft Canopy Crunches
• SSIR 20-16 Aircraft Close Air Support Mishap (CFIT)
• SSIR 20-17 Maintainer Fall from Aircraft
• SSIR 20-18 Helicopter DVE Mishap
• SSIR 20-19 Inadvertent Rocket Firing In Flight

• LLs and SSIRs are available on the “Lessons Learned” pages of the Naval Safety Center’s CAC-enabled 
website, https://intelshare.intelink.gov/sites/navsafe.

F-35C Lightning II
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AVIATION OVERVIEW:

Class A and B mishaps

Navy FY20 Class A flight mishaps (FM) rose to a rate not seen since 2014. Class B FMs were down slightly 
from 2019 to 2020. Of note, FY20 was the first time since 1922 there were zero fatalities resulting from naval 
aviation-related mishaps.

USN FY20 CLASS A MISHAPS:

• E-6B struck bird on daytime touch and go. Aircraft recovered safely.
• F/A-18 single engine Foreign Object Damage (FOD) during night mission in Pacific Ocean. Aircraft recovered safely.
• F/A-18 dual engine FOD during night refueling. Aircraft recovered safely.
• MH-60S crashed at sea during day training flight in Philippine Sea. Crew and passengers OK.
• F/A-18 dual engine FOD during night refueling. Aircraft recovered safely. 
• F/A-18 dual ejection following night launch from CVN in Philippine Sea. Crew OK.
• E-2C struck CATM-9X on F-18 during daytime hook skip bolter on ship. Aircraft recovered safely.
• E-2C crashed in daytime due to suspected mechanical failure. Four aircrew bailed safely.
• F/A-18 engine fire daytime emergency landing. Aircraft recovered safely. 
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USMC Class A and B Mishaps:

Overall, Marine Corps FY20 Class A and Class B FMs dropped from recent years. USMC Class A FMs dropped to a rate 
not seen since before FY07 with only two FM events and a rate of 0.93 mishaps per 100K flight hours. 

USMC FY20 Class A mishaps:

• CH-53E experienced engine failure during daytime emergency landing. 
• F-35B and KC-130J collided during day aerial refueling. All crew okay

Note: Graphs below reflect manned aircraft incidents.

UAS Class A:

• MQ-8B crashed from a hover during daytime training flight. No personnel injured.

Aviation Ground Mishap:

• EA-18G port engine failure caused debris/cracks. 

Note: Graphs below reflect manned aircraft incidents.
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Class C Mishaps:

For FY20, there were 161 USN Class C mishaps 

• 90 AGM (Prominent airframes: 44 X F/A – 18 variant, 9 H-60);
• 64 FM (Prominent airframes: 24 X F/A-18 variant, 11 X T-6 / T-45, 12 X H-60)
• 7 FRM
• The overall rate of Class C mishaps for both Navy and Marine Corps exceeded every year since 2007 with the 

exception of FY17. The rate of ground Class C events were higher than any recent year other than FY18. 
• Navy Class C mishaps largely drive these statistics. Overall flight, flight-related and ground Class C events 

occurred at a rate of 20.55 events per 100k flight hours. FY20 FMs were down from FY19’s peak, but still within 
the top three years since FY07. 

• As in FY19, the majority of Navy Class C AGMs were due to performance-based errors that occurred during 
ground maintenance operations. Aircraft move evolutions where an aircraft impacts another object, injuries 
during maintenance, falls from aircraft or equipment and damage to equipment during maintenance are 
examples of these errors. 

• The Navy Class C FMs were caused by Bird/animal Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH) events, FOD damage and 
engine and transmission over temperature events. 

• FY20 Marine Corps Class C rates continued to follow trends from FY19. The FY20 Marine Corps FM rate dropped 
slightly from FY19, while the flight-related and AGM rates rose marginally from FY19 rates. 

• USMC Class C AGM trends during FY20 included personnel slipping, or falling during maintenance and damage 
to aircraft components during maintenance evolutions. 

• FY20 USMC Class C FMs were characterized by TFOA, BASH, panel openings and departing aircraft causing 
other damage to aircraft. 

 
For FY20, there were 47 USMC Class C mishaps. 

• 22 AGM (Prominent airframes: 6 X MV-22, 5 X H-53)
• 22 FM (Prominent airframes: 6 X MV-22, 4 X AV-8B) 
• 3 FRM

FY20 TRENDS OVERVIEW

NAVSAFECEN performed 28 Aviation Safety Assessments by a team comprised of Navy and Marine Corps aviation subject 
matter experts in various aircraft. A comprehensive one-day look at each squadron consisted of seasoned Aviation 
Maintenance Officers, Naval Aviators, Naval Flight Officers and Senior Enlisted Personnel from various maintenance rates 
who primarily focused on the commands’ Maintenance, Operations and Safety Departments.

The commonly observed trends listed by unit departments were:

Maintenance Department

There were reoccurring negative trends observed during FY20 assessments that are repeated from FY19’s top negative 
trends. However, the number one and two causations have swapped places. The top negative trends observed during FY20 
aviation assessments were:

Procedural non-compliance during routine maintenance evolutions:
• A lack of proper training, lack of supervision, or the wrong level of supervision present during maintenance evolutions.
• Personnel performing maintenance without required publications, regardless of size and scope and not reviewing the 

Non-Aeronautical Equipment Report.

Lack of manning, training and equipment:
• Squadrons lacked the correct fit or fill, experienced personnel to properly train incoming personnel, availability of parts, 

availability of required support equipment, or the sufficient availability of authorized hazardous materials.
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These trends often resulted in team’s observance of: maintenance evolutions which were not supervised, 
or improperly supervised, publication/instructions were not present during tasks and personnel performing 
maintenance who were not qualified, or certified for the task assigned.

• Failure to perform a proper real-time risk assessment:
• Risks or hazards not identified, lack of situational awareness, lack of, or improper use of PPE and lack of 

proper training were among the trends.

COVID-19 presented unique challenges for each unit assessed. Many units faced a reduction of manpower 
resulting from personnel testing positive for COVID-19, or from the mitigation steps taken by each unit to prevent 
the spread of the virus. Often, a unit’s prevention measures consisted of maintenance work shifts not having any 
physical interaction between personnel and as a result, effective communication within the work centers suffered.  
 

FY 20 TRENDS IN SQUADRON / UNIT AVIATION SAFETY ASSESSMENTS

Safety Department Observations 

Many of the issues referenced in the FY19 Naval Safety Center Annual Report are still relevant. In some units, 
officer manning pressures are still manifesting in personnel having to fulfill roles with potentially competing 
interests, which may set up a conflict of interest. 

There are still units that lack a safety management system instruction, or a safety policy signed by that unit’s 
present commanding officer and posted in squadron spaces. Several units were noted to lack a designated, 
standing Aviation Mishap Board. 

Many units are not utilizing the maintenance Aviation Safety Awareness Program (ASAP), the use of which can 
inform the Enlisted Safety Committee. 

Some units were noted to lack a designated senior enlisted ORM assistant as required by OPNAVINST 3500.39D. 

Many units would be well served to review their unit’s ASAP reports with greater frequency. It was unfortunately 
common to witness squadron motorcycle safety programs that have languished and require attention. During 
squadron visits occurring in the latter part of the year, there were many conversations with safety department 
personnel about intricacies of the new RMI system of record. 

Operations Department Observations 

As with the other areas of observation, many of the Operations Department observations from FY19 still resonate 
in FY20. 

Navy units in the maintenance phase still experience pressure to conduct maintenance and train aviators, but 
without the resourcing that they would have if they were in another phase. Some communities, most often the 
strike fighter community, are under a great deal of pressure from a pilot-manning perspective. These units are 
observed to have drastically fewer pilots than they should, increasing the challenge to all of the pilots that are 
assigned to that unit to meet requirements. 

A best practice observed at some units is employment of a codified set of business rules between Maintenance 
and Operations that allow the Maintenance team to plan in advance more effectively. 

Deck Landing Qualification (DLQ)/ Ship availability for landing evolutions continues to be a limitation that many 
units face. 

Simulator reliability and the lack of a simulator in some instances, were noted as a safety concern for some units. 
Many units report that lack of appropriate training ranges affects their ability to adequately train their personnel. 
As in years past, a best practice employed by some units is for a safety representative to review the flight 
scheduled. 
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Communications  

Communications within squadrons is still a challenge. 

Some units appear to communicate very well, while others appear more challenged. There was at least one instance 
where the communication status was such that while the Operations Department personnel were confident that 
maintenance training was taking place on one day a week in the squadron, maintenance personnel assured the 
assessment team that there was no maintenance training happening on that day. 

A best practice employed by some units is to make available a calendar with upcoming squadron events. Some 
units use an online solution, while others use a more traditional means. 

To the degree that classification concerns allow, however, a calendar can serve to ensure that all hands have access 
to an up-to-date schedule and have an understanding of upcoming events. 

OVERVIEW OF 2020 AVIATION FACILITY ASSESSMENT OUTCOMES 

Due to the resource constrained environment, the Naval Aviation Enterprise (NAE) has consistently prioritized 
aircraft readiness over airfield and support facilities upkeep. As a result, the funding and maintenance required to 
sustain these facilities and the units forced to utilize these facilities, continue to suffer. 

During fiscal year 2020, NAVSAFECEN conducted seven facility safety assessments. The teams continued to 
observe Naval Enterprise aviation units that routinely work in deteriorating hangars without systems required to 
conduct day-to day operations. 

The general habitability of hangars continues to be a common concern around the Naval Enterprise, with 
quality of life and safety concerns that affect unit readiness, morale and safety posture. Examples of common 
habitability deficiencies are: leaking roofs and windows, insulation falling from ceilings, missing ceiling tiles, 
failed plumbing and mold. Far more egregious issues, such as inoperable pressurized air systems, hangar 
doors and Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) suppression systems, decrease productivity and increase risk to 
personnel and equipment.  

These facility concerns have been noted for years and tenant commands often feel and are, helpless to correct 
them. Sailors and Marines, undeterred and resourceful in accomplishing their missions, find inventive ways to 
work around these enduring and hazardous facility issues. 

Despite their well-intentioned efforts to “just get the job done,” in many cases, the workarounds violate safety 
policy and place maintainers, aircrew and aircraft in unmitigated and unnecessary high-risk situations, which fall 
outside of existing and established procedural guidance. 

FY 20 TRENDS IN SQUADRON CONTINUED
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E-2C/D Hawkeye and C-2A Greyhound 

After reporting a four-year low mishap rate in FY19, the E-2/C-2 communities are now showing an increased 
mishap rate in FY20. 

Class A mishaps show a six-year high with two mishaps occurring near the end of FY20. The Class A mishaps are 
still under investigation, but one occurred during recovery on the ship while the other resulted in the safe bailout 
of the crew. Factors contributing to the rise include an increase in Class A, Class B and Class C mishaps in FY20. 
At 38%, injuries were by far the single largest contributor of mishaps reported in FY20. These injuries, caused by 
tripping over tie down chains, falling from ladders and include cuts and bruises to limbs, can all be avoided. 

Increased vigilance by supervisors and maintainers is required to combat this trend.

AVIATION ANALYSIS BY COMMUNITY

C-2A Greyhound AircraftE-2 Hawkeye Aircraft
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• There was one Class B mishap in FY20. While only a slight increase from FY19, this mishap was a report of 
personnel injured while conducting maintenance, which is a commonly reported factor in the E-2/C-2 communities. 

• Class C mishaps were the most commonly reported mishap in FY20 with nine reported in total. Of those, 44% were 
due to personnel injured while conducting maintenance. There were also two C-2 blown tire incidents with one 
occurring on the catapult shot and the other occurring during landing. Other Class C mishaps reported include 
damage to the aircraft during maintenance, FOD and material failure in the flaps. 

There was a slight reduction in Class D mishaps with four reported in FY20. 

• Class D mishaps include BASH, C-2 ditching, hatch departed aircraft, E-2 towed into CVN superstructure and 
personnel injured while performing maintenance. 

• The E-2/C-2 communities continue to have a good culture of hazard reporting. 
• In FY20, 183 hazard reports were received, including 19 via RMI. 

E-2C/D Hawkeye and C-2A Greyhound Continued

The top five reported hazards in FY20 account for 59% of 
hazards reported and are illustrated below.
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C/KC-130 Hercules and C-40 Skytrain (VR/VMGR)

The Navy and Marine Corps C/KC-130s and C-40s comprising the Big Wing Cargo community experienced a sharp 
rise in mishaps in FY20. That said, only one FY20 mishap involved a C-40. 

During the last week of the fiscal year, a Class A mishap occurred involving a midair collision between a KC-130J 
and F-35B during aerial refueling, resulting in a loss of both aircraft and fragmentation damage to a second F-35B. 
Fortunately, no lives were lost. 

All other FY20 Big Wing Cargo community mishaps were Class C or Class D events.

C130 Hercules Aircraft

There were zero Class B mishaps reported for the Big Wing Cargo community in FY20. 

The FY20 Class C mishaps skyrocketed to an all-time high -10. The Navy had seven Class C mishaps and three were 
Marine Corps. Seven were flight mishaps and three were aviation ground mishaps. One Class C was the result of 
BASH damage, two involved injuries, two resulted from FOD damage and the remaining Class C mishaps resulted 
from maintainer and aircrew error. 

FY20 Class D mishaps rose slightly from the previous year; three were the result of BASH damage, two involved 
injuries and one was due to material failure.

The FY15-FY20 mishap and HAZREP data shows when the Big Wing Cargo community experiences a mishap or 
hazard event, human factors are cited overwhelmingly as causal. 

Based on C/KC-130 and C-40 mishap and hazard reporting, the leading causal human factors preconditions are as 
follows:
• A breakdown in teamwork
• Critical information not being communicated
• Failure to effectively communicate
• Failure of crew and team leadership
• State of Mind
• Complacency
• Overconfidence

 C-40 Skytrain Aircraft
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There were zero Class B mishaps reported for the Big Wing Cargo community in FY20. 

The FY20 Class C mishaps skyrocketed to an all-time high - 10. The Navy had seven Class C mishaps and three were 
Marine Corps. Seven were flight mishaps and three were aviation ground mishaps. One Class C was the result of 
BASH damage, two involved injuries, two resulted from FOD damage and the remaining Class C mishaps resulted 
from maintainer and aircrew error. 

FY20 Class D mishaps rose slightly from the previous year; three were the result of BASH damage, two involved 
injuries and one was due to materiel failure.

The FY15-FY20 mishap and HAZREP data shows when the Big Wing Cargo community experiences a mishap or 
hazard event, human factors are cited overwhelmingly as causal. 

Based on C/KC-130 and C-40 mishap and hazard reporting, the leading causal human factors preconditions 
are as follows:

• A breakdown in teamwork
• Critical information not being communicated
• Failure to effectively communicate
• Failure of crew and team leadership
• State of Mind
• Complacency
• Overconfidence

C/KC-130 Hercules and C-40 Skytrain (VR/VMGR) Continued
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The big wing cargo community has a healthy hazard reporting culture. In FY20, C-40s reported 24 HAZREPs, 12 of 
which were BASH, four were unauthorized laser events and five involved material failure. Navy and Marine Corps 
C/KC-130 squadrons reported 78 HAZREPs, of which 40 were BASH related. 

A disturbing trend that continued into FY20 is reporting of aircraft maintenance errors occurring while the aircraft 
was receiving depot-level and intermediate-level maintenance and rework. 

Many of these C/KC-130 discrepancies were found many months and in some cases, years after the aircraft had 
been accepted as “Safe for Flight.” 

Most were discovered during unrelated maintenance at operational squadrons or as flight handling observations 
made by aircrew during flight and many could have resulted in catastrophic material failure. 

Another emerging trend involving Marine Corps KC-130Js is goggle tube failure and image phenomena involving 
newly fielded White Phosphorous Night Vision Goggles (WP NVGs) during aerial refueling and other critical phases 
of flight. 

This trend is highlighted in a recent Naval Safety Center study and the Naval Safety Center advocates for the Naval 
Enterprise’s continued reporting of WP NVG issues. 

C/KC-130 Hercules and C-40 Skytrain (VR/VMGR) Continued
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TACAMO (E-6B Mercury)

The E-6 community saw a slight increase in the overall number mishaps in FY20. 

The Class A and Class B mishap rates remained steady and Class D rates decreased. 
Class C mishap rates increased from FY19. 

The single Class A mishap was a BASH involving a bald eagle ingestion into an engine on takeoff with a safe recovery. 
There were zero Class B mishaps.

Three of the five Class C mishaps were lost-workday injuries, the fourth was engine thrust damaging a hangar and the 
fifth event was a BASH. Two of the Class D mishaps were long trailing wire antenna separations and the third was an 
injury.

Human factors continue to be the main causal factor in proximity to all mishap reports, with complacency being the most 
often identified factor, occurring in 21% of all reports. 

E-6B Mercury Aircraft
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Most common material factors were long trailing wire antenna separations, ruptured hydraulic lines and Kapton 
wiring, which is a known hazard, replaced during the aircraft’s regular depot cycle. 

While the overall number of HAZREPs, Class E mishaps and BASH reports decreased from FY19, the number of 
non-BASH reports increased. There were 30 BASH HAZREPs in FY19 compared to only eight in FY20.  

Non-BASH reporting nearly doubled from 15 to 27 HAZREPs.

F/A-18A-F Hornet and EA-18G Growler

In FY20, the F/A-18 and EA-18 community experienced a decrease in the total number of mishaps for the third 
year in a row. Class A mishaps, however, increased by 50%. Of the six Class A mishaps, three were caused by 
engine damage due to ingested FOD and two were in-flight engine fires. The only Class A mishap involving total 
loss of aircraft was an ejection due to a physiological event (both aircrew were recovered safely).

F/A-18E Hornet Aircraft

TACAMO (E-6B Mercury) Continued
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F/A-18A-F Hornet and EA-18G Growler Continued

There were nine Class B mishaps in the Hornet and Growler community. Reported Class B mishaps were at their 
lowest since FY11. 

Six of the Class B mishaps were from damage due to ground handling or towing evolutions, two were from engine 
FOD (one of which was a bird ingestion) and one was due to an airframe access door impacting a flight control 
surface in flight.

Human and material factors are cited almost equally as causal factors across reported mishaps, with special factors 
(BASH) a distant third. 

The overall reduction was due to a significant drop in reported Class C and D mishaps.
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F/A-18A-F Hornet and EA-18G Growler Continued

Notably, Class B, C and D mishaps have all been in steady decline since their reported highs in FY17. 

The most common of these were BASH reports, 38%, followed by Things Falling off Aircraft (TFOA) at 18%. The 
next most commonly reported HAZREPs were system failures related to Environmental Control System and 
Onboard Oxygen Generation System issues at 12%. 

Historically and in line with most other aviation communities, the most commonly noted human factor is 
complacency, which represented 20% of all causal human factors. 

F-35 Lightning

The Lightning community experienced a slight increase in the total number of mishaps for FY20, but overall rates 
have held relatively steady for the past three years. 

F-35 Lightning II Aircraft
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F-35 Lightning Continued

The single Class A for FY20 was a midair collision involving multiple aircraft (F-35Bs and KC-130) during air-to-air 
refueling. 

Both of the Class B mishaps in FY20 involved ingested birds causing engine damage, one involving an F-35B and one 
an F-35C. 

There was a slight increase in Class C mishaps from FY19 to FY20 and of the seven reported, two were due to 
maintenance malpractice. 

Of the remaining five, one was from FOD during an engine wash, one from a maintenance stand impact, one was a 
maintainer fall injury, one was BASH damage to a nose cone and the last is still under investigation. Historically, human 
factors are cited as causal slightly more often than material factors in submitted reports, with a small percentage 
being special factors (BASH). The HAZREP submissions have increased to historically average levels in FY20 after an 
abnormally low year in FY19. 
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F-35 Lightning Continued

BASH was cited in 19% of all HAZREPs and Class E mishaps but the others are spread out across a multitude of 
categories relatively evenly, with no particular trend, or outstanding issue noted for the year. 

Complacency was cited in 15% of all Human Factors reports. 

Maritime Patrol and Reconnaissance Aircraft (MPRA)
P3C Orion, EP-3E Aries II and P-8A Poseidon

Overall, the MPRA community experienced a large increase in the number mishaps during FY20. 

This rise was due to a significant uptick in the number of Class D mishaps. There were zero Class A or Class B 
mishaps during FY20 and Class C mishaps continued their downward trend to the lowest level since FY13. 

Of note, the EP-3E community achieved zero Class A-D mishaps during FY20, which marks the third time in the 
past four years of achieving this milestone.

P-8A Poseidon Aircraft
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Maritime Patrol and Reconnaissance Aircraft (MPRA)
P3C Orion, EP-3E Aries II, and P-8A Poseidon Continued

Four of the six Class C mishaps were due to personnel injuries sustained during pre-flight/post-flight, or while 
conducting maintenance. One ground mishap involved a P-8A sustaining damage after being towed into a hangar. The 
only in-flight mishap was a P-8A compressor stall that resulted in a single-engine landing.

There were 13 Class D mishaps, 12 of them from the P-8A community. Two were maintenance-related, two were 
aircrew-related and three involved system malfunctions. The remaining six were a result of BASH events. This is the 
highest number of Class D mishaps for the MPRA community since 2016 and the largest number of P-8A Class D 
mishaps in a single fiscal year to date.

The most-cited causal factor for all mishaps is overwhelmingly special factors, mainly attributed to BASH and weather 
events. Human and material factors were evenly split, with complacency being reported as the most common human 
factor in 32% of all reports.

The MPRA community continues to submit HAZREPs regularly. Of 531 FY20 HAZREP and Class E mishaps submitted 
to WESS and RMI, 327 (62%) were BASH reports and 308 of those BASH reports (94%) were from the P-8A
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Fixed Wing Training Series

After reporting a five-year high mishap rate in FY19, the Fixed Wing Training Series aircraft show an overall 
reduction in mishaps in FY20 compared to last year, but remain in line with the five-year average. Contributing to 
the reduction in mishaps in FY20 was a decrease in Class A, Class C, and Class D mishaps. There was, however, 
an increase in Class B mishaps. 
    
Class A mishaps show a six-year low with zero Class A mishaps reported in FY20.  

After having no Class B mishaps reported in FY19, there was one Class B mishap in FY20, due to a T-45 LPT 
blade failure and fire indications.

Class C mishaps continue to be an issue for fixed wing training aircraft. There was a reduction in FY20 
compared to FY19, but the number of Class C mishaps are still above the five-year average. Class C mishaps 
accounted for 80% of all fixed wing training mishaps reported in FY20. 

The top reported Class C mishaps were BASH, FOD, hard, or long landings and engine issues. Other Class C 
mishaps include ground handling, hydraulic failure and landing gear collapse.
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Fixed Wing Training Series Continued

There continues to be a reduction in Class D mishaps in FY20. In FY20, Class D mishaps include three BASH events 
and one physiological episode. 

Fixed wing training communities continue to have a good culture of hazard reporting. In FY20, 572 hazard reports 
were received, including 75 via RMI. By far, the leading hazard reported in FY20 was BASH. 

BASH combined with the rest of the top five reported hazards in FY20 account for 85% of the reports received and are 
illustrated below. 

AV-8B Harrier

The AV-8B community saw a significant decline in mishaps during FY20, marking a 13-year low. 

Not since 2007 has the AV-8B community experienced so few mishaps. 

AV-8B Harrier II Aircraft Av-8b Harrier Ii Plus Aircraft
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AV-8B Harrier Continued

Additionally, FY20 AV-8B mishaps were of relatively low severity Class C and Class D mishaps only. FY17 was the 
last year the AV-8B community did not experience at least one Class A mishap, one Class B mishap or both. 

While FY20 Class C mishaps rose sharply from the previous year, all other mishap classifications declined 
significantly. Of the mishaps that occurred in FY20, there is no discernable trend to report, save that all but one of 
FY20’s mishaps were flight mishaps. 

The FY15-FY20 AV-8B mishap data shows human factors are overwhelmingly the root cause of mishap causal 
factors. Based on mishap reporting, AV-8B leading mishap causal human factor preconditions are as follows:

• A breakdown in teamwork
• Failure of crew and team leadership
• Inadequate task, mission planning or briefing
• State of Mind
• Complacency
• Overconfidence

The FY20 hazard reporting in the AV-8B community was consistent with the previous three years. Historically low, 
the AV-8B hazard reporting culture has improved in recent years. 

Rather than reporting only near misses, the community is being proactive and reporting hazards that could occur 
if left unmitigated. 
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AV-8B Harrier Continued 

Of the 21 AV-8B FY20 HAZREPS, six were BASH events, two were physiological episodes or oxygen system-related, 
three were air traffic control related and the remaining 10 were reports of unsafe acts and conditions during 
maintenance activities and flight operations. 

An emerging concern is a FOD hazard associated with low pressure compressor vane retainers.

F-5/F-16

The Navy Aggressor community continues to report low numbers of mishaps, with two reported for FY20. Both 
were Class C mishaps involving the F-5N. One of these involved an on-deck over-pressurization during a ground turn 
causing canopy damage and the other was landing gear damage from a hard landing due to a downdraft on final 
approach.

F-5 Aircraft F-16 Aircraft
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F-5/F-16 Continued

Historically, human factors continue to be the main factor reported in mishaps, even though the airframes 
themselves have aged quite a bit. 

Complacency was cited in 17% of all human factors reports, which is similar to other TACAIR platforms across 
the Naval Enterprise.

The HAZREP submissions have gone down significantly since last fiscal year, with FY20 seeing a 62% decrease 
in HAZREPs from the aggressor community. 

One notable HAZREP identified multiple un-commanded dual engine shutdowns on deck. 
Most of the remaining dealt with BASH, TFOA, and OCF occurrences.
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MV-22B Osprey

Overall, the MV-22B community saw a rise in mishaps and the rate of mishaps per 100k flight hours during FY20. 

While the raw number of mishaps only increased slightly, the Naval Enterprise flew approximately 2,500 less hours, 
thus increasing the rate of mishaps. 

The V-22 community released 71 Hazard Reports (HAZREP) in FY20. This is up from 60 and 54 in FY19 and FY18 
respectively. These HAZREPs includes 29 BASH, 9 Unauthorized Laser Event (ULE) and seven TFOA reports. It is 
vital that the V-22 community continue to report all hazards in order to highlight issues, and prevent future mishaps. 

The single Class A mishap was the result of a civilian aircraft taxiing into a parked and unmanned MV-22.

V-22 Ospray Aircraft MV-22B Osprey Aircraft
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MV-22B Osprey Continued

The three Class B mishaps this year were a hard clutch engagement, an engine fire on the ground and a blade 
hitting the ground during blade fold wing stow (BFWS).

The Naval Enterprise reported 15 Class C mishaps in FY 20. These included three from injury-related reports, with 
two maintainer falls and a crew chief concussed in turbulent conditions. Of note, seven reports involved damage 
to prop rotor blades during BASH, TFOA, BFWS, or maintenance evolutions.

The rate of Class D mishaps continued to climb, with a majority of reports being aviation ground mishaps.

Human factors remain the primary factor in mishaps, with complacency cited most often. Other notable factors 
included not paying attention and inadequate procedural guidance or publications. 

Several HAZREPs this year highlighted shortfalls in use of publications or proper procedures, which is immensely 
important when it comes to keeping the Naval Enterprise safe.
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MH/CH-53E Sea Dragon/Stallion

The Navy and Marine Corps MH/CH-53E community reported 23 mishaps in FY20 including one Class A, three Class 
B, 15 Class C and four Class D. This was the same number of mishaps as FY19, but with the reduced number of flight 
hours executed due to COVID, the mishap rate increased slightly. 

The single Class A mishap, a number two engine fire in flight, has been a recurrent hazard in the H-53E community, but 
fortunately in this case did not lead to fatalities. In the Class C and D categories the trend was an increase in maintainer 
slips, trips, falls, and injuries while working on the aircraft.

The overall rate of mishaps is slightly higher than 2019 but remains relatively constant across the last five years. Class 
A and D mishap rates decreased, while Class C and B mishaps have increased. Total flight hours for the MH/CH-53E 
have been negatively impacted by COVID mitigations, which have reduced flight hours compared to 2019 levels. The 
communities are both flying a respectable number of flight hours with 25,109.9 for CH-53E and 7,311.6 for MH-53E. 
Marine and Navy H-53 squadrons are continuing to utilize the HAZREP process to document issues, trends and get 
valuable safety information out to the Naval Enterprise.

FY 20 HAZREP trends included the following:
• TFOA
• BASH
• Reliability issues with White Phosphor Night Vision Googles
• Unauthorized Laser Event (ULE)
• Damper failure

MH-53E Sea Dragon Helicopter
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MH/CH-53E Sea Dragon/Stallion Continued

There were 135 human factors, 95 material factors, and eight special factors found to be causal in FY20 events. 
That means 57% of all causal factors were human error, which is an improvement from 61% in 2019. 

Based on mishap reporting from FY15-FY20, the MH/CH 53E community’s leading causal mishap human factor 
preconditions are as follows:
• A breakdown in teamwork
• Critical information not being communicated
• Failure to effectively communicate
• Failure of crew and team leadership
• Lack of assertiveness
• Task, mission planning or briefing inadequate
• State of Mind
• Complacency
• Overconfidence
• Supervisory Causes
• Failure to identify/correct risky or unsafe practices
• Performed inadequate risk assessment and mitigation – formal
• Allowed unwritten policies to become standard
• Organizational Influences
• Provide inadequate procedural guidance or publications
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Light Transport (C-12, C-20, C-26, C-35, and C-37)

The light transport community consists of commercial corporate-style propeller and jet engine aircraft that perform 
the operational support airlift (OSA) mission of moving passengers and cargo globally. Unlike Navy and Marine Corps 
tactical squadrons, light transport squadrons, and detachments rely exclusively on contract maintenance. Given the 
relatively few OSA aircraft in the naval inventory, even a single mishap is significant despite the disproportionally 
large number of OSA flight hours flown. In FY20, the light transport community saw a decline in mishaps from the 
previous year reducing from three mishaps to one, a Class D.

In FY20, the light transport community continued a declining trend of Class C mishaps with zero occurrences. The 
single FY20 Class D mishap was as the result of FOD damage to a prop discovered during post-flight inspection.

Not surprisingly, due to the aging OSA airframes, the non-tactical mission profiles flown and exclusive use of contract 
aircraft maintenance support, mishap causal factors are proportionate to material and special factors rather than 
human factors, compared to the rest of the Naval Enterprise.

The light transport community operates globally and most acutely in and around the world’s coastal regions and 
congested airspaces. As a result, related factors contributed to nearly half of the 37 hazard reports (HAZREPs) 
in FY20, with bird, or wildlife air strike hazards accounting for 13 incidents and air traffic control and near-midair 
collision-related hazards accounting for 3 incidents. 

The majority of the remaining HAZREPs resulted from hazards associated with various aircraft material failures and 
malfunctions.
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TH-57

The Navy and Marine Corps’ current helicopter training aircraft, TH-57, has seen a reduction in reported Class 
A-D mishaps for the past five fiscal years. The TH-57B/C cost of $3.3 million each leads to minimal possibility of 
having a higher threshold mishap. The TH-57 has not had a Class A or B mishap since FY15. Class C and D rates 
have dropped as well over the past five years, but spiked to four in FY18. In FY20 there were two TH-57 mishaps 
– a Class C and a Class D. This figure is potentially not accurate as TH-57s have had numerous truck backs 
(potential maintenance action such as a hot start or aircraft engine over torque). Naval Air Training Command 
accounts for one truck back nearly every flying day and that may present itself in next year’s analysis with the 
advent of the Class E. Trends will continue to be monitored closely as the Navy and Marine Corps’ new helicopter 
training aircraft, TH-73, is introduced.

The FY15-FY20 mishap and HAZREP data shows when the TH-57 community has a mishap or hazard event, 
human factors are cited overwhelmingly as causal.

Based on TH-57B/C mishap and hazard reporting, the leading causal human factors preconditions are as follows: 
• Mental Awareness
• Confusion
• A break down in teamwork 
• Failure to effectively communicate 
• State of mind 
• Complacency 
• Inaccurate expectation
• Task over-saturation/under-saturation
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Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) 
 
Overall the UAS community saw a slight decrease in mishaps in FY20, however it still remained the second highest 
annual number of recorded mishaps in the past ten years.  The greatest number of mishaps by T/M/S continues to be the 
RQ-21 Blackjack, accounting for 88% of all reported incidents.  The majority of the RQ-21 mishaps were a result of mast 
strikes on recovery or engine failures in flight.

The was only one Class A UAS mishap in FY20, when a MQ-8B lost control in a hover and struck two buildings before 
crashing.  It was the first in-flight mishap for the platform since FY18.  The greatest concerns with MQ-8 include 
unexpected climbs and descents during takeoffs and landings; and mishaps during the start or stop sequence.

FY15 - FY20 mishap and HAZREP data shows that in the UAS community the top three causal factor issues are:  

• Inadequate procedural guidance or publications 
• Performed inadequate risk assessment and/or mitigation - formal
• Purchasing or providing poorly designed or unsuitable equipment complacency 

H-1 and AH-1

Overall, the H-1 mishap rate saw a significant decrease in FY20, with zero Class A mishaps, a reduction by half in Class 
B mishaps and Class C and D mishaps down by 65%. 
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H-1 and AH-1 Continued

The one Class B mishap and six Class C and D mishaps in FY20 were split between three AH and four UH 
aircraft. Of the seven mishaps, four were ground and three involved flight. 

The H-1 community is comprised of upgraded aircraft variants and aside from known design issues, the 
material health of the H-1 community is strong. 

All active squadrons have now transitioned from legacy aircraft and the reserve community retired the final 
AH-1W during Q1 FY21. 

Based on mishap reporting from FY15-FY20, the H-1 community’s leading causal mishap human factor 
preconditions are:
• Complacency
• Failure to effectively communicate
• Provided inadequate procedural guidance or publications
• Purchasing or providing poorly designed or unsuitable equipment
• Not paying attention
• Environmental conditions affecting vision
• Inaccurate expectations

FY20 hazard reporting is slightly below the five-year average of 54.3 reports per fiscal year and maintains an 
even split between UH and AH community reporting consistent with current aircraft distribution. 

H-1 community HAZREP trends for FY20 include:
• Digital Electronic Control Unit
• Bird/animal Aircraft Strike Hazard
• Things Falling off Aircraft
• Unauthorized Laser Event
• Advanced Training Center
• Near midair
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About Us

The Shore Safety Directorate (Code 20) manages, 
coordinates, directs and assesses the planning and 
implementation for Department of the Navy (DON) Safety 
and Occupational Health (SOH), industrial safety, traffic 
safety and off-duty safety. 

APPENDIX B: 

CODE 20 
SHORE SAFETY DIRECTORATE

The Shore Safety Directorate had an outstanding year. The crowning achievement was completing coordination of 
and signing of OPNAVINST 5100.23H Navy Safety and Occupational Health Program and M-5100.23 Navy Safety and 
Occupational Health Manual. Replacing guidance that was in place since 2005, the instruction and corresponding manual 
clarified Navy Safety and Occupational Health (SOH) hierarchy, established first ever OPNAV-level Safety Management 
System (SMS) and made significant improvements in SOH training, Base Operating Support (BOS) safety support, 
inspections and overall Agency approach to SOH.  
 
Another major achievement was the development of the Navy Safety Case as a structured argument supported by evidence 
and preparing a proof of concept for the Fall Protection (FP) Program. A Naval Safety Guide (NSG) presenting the proof 
of concept is intended for use by all levels of the chain of command from deckplate to echelon 1 to implement. The FP 
Program was established to protect Navy civilians and military personnel at Navy commands, units and activities. from the 
hazards of falling from heights. 

Other milestones included safety assurance support for Naval Inspector General (NAVINSGEN) and Naval Sea Systems 
Command (NAVSEA) inspections, impactful products developed by the Navy SOH career program manager for civilians in 
the Navy’s 0018 SOH series, working group support for various programs from Defense Safety Oversight Council (DSOC) to 
Fleet Operational Safety Council (FOSC), and multiple presentations and interactions including Professional Development 
Symposium (PDS) and Echelon (ECH) 2 SOH groups.  
 
Shore Safety also provide support for COVID reporting guidance and assistance in transitioning in-person SOH training 
to online. The directorate also provided support to ensure the successful release of Risk Management (RMI) by training, 
leading development of the supervisory report, feedback development and processing and support to Safety Program 
Management (SPM) development teams.

2020 Overview
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SAFETY POLICY 

Major Issues Worked
• OPNAVINST 5100.23H/M-5100.23 officially signed out on 5 June 2020
• Chair Safety Quality Council (SQC) (transitioned to Teams)
• Program Management Review (PMR)
• Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Annual
• Bureau of Labor Statistics (including development of guide as well as templates)
• Closed High Velocity Level (HVL) Safety Project
• Mishap recommendation priority grading criteria
• Developed the Naval Safety Professional Certificate Program Guide
• Developed Safety Case Guide
• Developed a basic SOH technical and nontechnical competency model
• Letter of clarification of SOH requirements for Fall Protection
• M-5100.23 Change 2 for Chapter 13 through coordination 
• Managed RMI Streamlined Incident Reporting Two (SIR-2) training

SAFETY RISK MANAGEMENT SUPPORT

RMI Support
• One hundred and sixty-four completed feedbacks for system
• Three plans reviewed
• Government testing (103 Scenarios)
• RMI instructor (10 training sessions in various time zones) SIR-1
• RMI instructor (10 training sessions in various time zones) SIR-2
• Initiated, tested and validated 97 of the original 304 feedbacks for SIR
• SPM Integrated Product Teams (IPT) (Inspections, Hazard Abatement, Confined Space and Fall)

SAFETY ASSURANCE 

• Mishap Endorsements
• USS Gunston Hall fire
• Yokosuka generator fire
• Scotland car accident
 
Inspections and Audits
• NAVINSGEN U.S. Fleet Forces Command (USFF) Command Inspection (CI)
• NAVINSGEN Naval Weapons Center (NWC) CI
• NAVINSGEN Commander, Navy Installations Command (CNIC) CI
• NAVSEA 04/08 Norfolk Naval Shipyard (NNSY)
• NAVSEA 04/08 Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard (PHNSY)
• Fleet Readiness Center (FRC) East Lock Out and Tag Out (LOTO) – Naval Air Force Atlantic (NAVAIR)
• Voluntary Protection Program (VPP) Annual Self-Assessments - OSHA Region V
• Naval Safety and Environmental Training Center (NAVSAFENVTRACEN) CI
• Managers’ Internal Control Program (MICP) NAVSAFENVTRACEN
• CVN78 Baseline IH Assessment

Additional Items Worked
• Issued safety assurance letter for asbestos management deficits
• Congressional inquiry for tactical vehicles
• Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy (MCPON) two-wheel private motor vehicle (PMV2) inquiry
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SAFETY PROMOTION

Presentations
• Safety Case “Fall Protection” Proof of Concept
• FY20 PDS Claimant Meeting (350 participants)
• NAVSEA Warfare Center ESH F2F
• Commander, Naval Region Mid-Atlantic (CNRMA) Safety (N35) Installation program Director Leadership Workshop
• Naval Supply Systems Command’s (NAVSUP) Ashore Hazardous Material Management Program Face-to-Face meeting 
• CNO Shore Awards - NAVSEA Breakout FY20 PDS
• Hazardous Energy Control Lock Out Tag Out (LOTO) - FY20 PDS
• SOH Reference Hierarchy Brief

SME Analysis
• Regional Differences in Open Deficiency Management 
• NAVY SOH 0018 Numbers
• Driving for Life is Essential to Traffic Safety
• Under-reporting of Crane Incidents in WESS
• SL 120 Swing Mast Forklift Fires
• Use of “D” Hole Without Fall Protection
• Confined Space Standards 
• Defense Biometric Identification System (DBIDS) Handheld Common Access Card (CAC) Reader Battery Explosion
• Systems Safety (ongoing)

Lessons Learned
• LL Shallow Water Black Outs
• LL Forklift Mishap – Securing the Load
• LL Shipboard Hot Work Related Fire Prevention During Availabilities
• LL Holiday Electrical Safety
• LL Fatigued Driving

SOH Grams
• LOTO When Servicing Manual Lathes
• Confined Space Standards 
• Deficiency Management (includes quiz and presentation)

Working Groups
• RMI Functional Requirements 
• Supervisor Mishap Reports 
• DSOC Motor Vehicle 
• DSOC Joint Tactical Vehicle 
• Navy PMV2
• SQC Hearing Conservation 
• SOH Navy Training Systems Plan
• Career Field Management Council
• FOSC Fall
 
ALSAFE Messages
• Developed COVID reporting ALSAFEs
• Developed consolidated CNO Award ALSAFE

Customer Feedback Support
• 552 email responses 
• 225 group responses
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References:  
Fall Protection. M-5100.23 Navy Safety and Occupational Health Manual, B13-1
• Link: https://www.secnav.navy.mil/DONi/SECNAV%20Manuals1/5100.23.pdf



EVALUATION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS - HAZARDS
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62

Total numbers of Workplaces Inspected  43192
Total numbers Workplaces                  66337

SHOPS                                                   2020
Total numbers of High Risk Shops  1514
High Risk Surveys Completed  1309
Total numbers of Medium Risk Shops 18391
Medium Risk Surveys Completed  15865
Total numbers  of Low Risk Shops  7434
Low Risk Surveys Completed   6782



AVERAGE DAYS TO ABATE  
RAC 1     31
RAC 2     66
RAC 3     78

Total numbers of Medical Exams Required  403623
Total numbers Medical Exams Provided  344999
Total numbers of Audiograms Required  126981
Total numbers of Audiograms Provided  104072
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Shore FY20 Class A Mishap Fatalities
The following graphs illustrate the rate of Class A fatalities occurring on-duty in 2020 compared to the 10-year
average. Areas covered include fatalities due to physical training activities and those due to incidents with Private
Motor Vehicles (PMV) , four-wheeler PMVs, motorcycle PMVs, and recreational, off-duty incidents.
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Shore FY20 Class A Lost Work Days and Time
The following graphs illustrate the rate of Civilian Lost Work Days and Military Lost Time due to Class 
A Mishaps in FY20 compared to the 5-year average.
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APPENDIX C: 

CODE 30
AFLOAT SAFETY DIRECTORATE

About Us

The directorate assists the Naval Enterprise in understanding safety policies and SOH requirements to maintain a safe and 
healthy working environment, not only for the ship, but also for Sailors. We provide Naval Enterprise feedback on all Afloat 
SOH-related questions. We train and certify submarine safety officers through Safety Officer Certification classes. We 
routinely engage with type commands (TYCOM) to discuss current trends, best practices and ensure alignment with current 
policy and directives for the Naval Enterprise.

Afloat Safety offers technical assist visits (pierside) and underway AOSAs. During the tech assists, we not only look at the 
safety programmatic, evolutions and day-to-day operations, but we also meet with all program managers and provide 
training and guidance on how to make their programs better. Our best information comes from the Sailors as we do the 
underway assessments. Seeing the Sailors during evolutions or day-to-day routine and conducting interviews helps us better 
understand the safety culture onboard. Afloat Safety maintains stewardship of all open mishap recommendations (MISRECs) 
and corrective actions, which includes continuous development and streamlining of a structured process to adjudicate 
outstanding risks identified by the Naval Enterprise. This assists action commands with proper prioritization of their MISRECs, 
fosters a steady strain to resolve them and plays a vital role in the reduction of future mishaps.

With all the data collected from the assessments, mishaps and near-miss reports, our team analyzes the data to quickly 
identify trends, areas of risk and common factors that lead to mishaps. We further develop Safety Promotion material for 
the Naval Enterprise such as articles, safety messages, Lessons Learned (LL) and safety assurance letters. We provide our 
findings and recommendations to identify, educate and discuss risk mitigation and mishap prevention.

2020 Overview

The Afloat Safety Directorate (Code 30) plays a relevant role 
in preserving warfighting capabilities and combat lethality 
by identifying hazards and reducing risks to people and 
resources. Our subject matter experts (SME) offer more than 
285 years of experience combined. 

The Afloat Safety Directorate provides “around the clock” subject matter expertise to afloat commands about the 
Navy Safety and Occupational Health (SOH) program to include Afloat Operational Safety Assessments (AOSA), 
Risk Management Information (RMI) support and quality control, training and requests for information. Afloat Safety 
Professionals work tirelessly to provide direct support and assistance to Naval Enterprise units as delineated in OPNAVINST 
5100.19F Navy Safety and Occupational Health Program Manual for Forces Afloat. 
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SAFETY RISK MANAGEMENT AND POLICY 

RMI Streamlined Incident Reporting (SIR) Training and Guidance
• This year brought forth the momentous development of, release and transition to the RMI SIR system, fulfilling the Chief 

of Naval Operations (CNO) N09F’s LOE #1 objective. 
• Afloat Safety’s development team efforts ensured completion of 173 test scenarios and the identification and correction 

of 72 high-priority system discrepancies. These efforts proved vital to the on-time release of a fully functioning and highly 
reliable safety recording and management system to the Naval Enterprise to serve as a replacement for the Web-Enabled 
Safety System (WESS). 

• The RMI SIR transition included the delivery of more than 300 hours of online training to over 2,000 Navy and Marine 
safety professionals through Adobe Connect.

Fall Protection (FP) Program
• The FP initiative focusing on mitigating risk from potentially life-threatening falls across all Navy and Marine Corps 

platforms.
• 2020 yielded the continued development of FP policy and training. 
• Despite the unforeseen conditions presented by COVID-19, the FP Program continued to gain momentum with the  

finalization of a new Navy Fall Protection Guide and the deployment of creative online training solutions for Afloat   
Competent Persons training. 

• Online meetings with Commander, Naval Air Forces Pacific (CNAP), the U.S. Coast Guard and Military Sealift Command 
Fall Protection representatives helped solidify policy continuity across all closely working communities. 

• By closely working with Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) and the In-Service Engineering Agent (ISEA) for FP 
equipment, the directorate was able to identify and correct critical discrepancies in the maintenance requirement card for 
Safety Harnesses and Climber Safety Sleeves.

Submarine Safety Officer Course 
• In response to challenges presented in 2020, The Submarine Division (Code 33) adapted the Submarine Safety Officer 

course to a virtual setting resulting in a 30% increase in attendance per course and simultaneous availability to all 
submarine concentration areas. 

• Students successfully graduate the course once the online tests are graded and those students receive a passing score. 
Graduates earn certification to serve as safety officers onboard submarines.

• The Submarine Safety Officer course provides instruction on mishap investigation and reporting, hazard reporting, trend 
analysis, operational risk management, occupational safety, NAVSAFECEN reporting tools and services, recreational and 
off-duty safety, traffic and motorcycle safety and Lessons Learned from Naval Enterprise MISHAPs and AOSAs.

CSG/ESG Commander Briefs
• Collaborating with staff operational research analysts, a Carrier/Expeditionary Strike Group analytic and predictive safety 

and risk information dashboard was developed by combining numerous data sources for each assigned unit sorted by 
each of the OFRP phases. 

• This highly acclaimed dashboard, included in briefs to Strike Group Commanders, was the first such dashboard “win” 
following the Naval Safety Center’s mission redirect.

SAFETY ASSURANCE

Improved Mishap Recommendation Stewardship 
• During 2020, a line of effort was initiated to improve NAVSAFECEN’s stewardship of MISRECs and hazard report data. 
• This effort included developing and streamlining a structured process to adjudicate outstanding risks identified by the 

Naval Enterprise. The result was a successful closeout of 32% of the MISRECs that existed in January 2020.
• Additionally, Afloat Safety produced white papers to provide oversight and guidance to echelon II commands to remove 

barriers that prevent the mitigation, or removal of known risks. 
• These processes are enduring and will require consistent effort to ensure that we adequately categorize MISREC     

priorities in the future.

Projects
• Afloat Safety completed final endorsements for four Mishap Safety Investigation Reports (SIREP), distributing       

recommendations and findings to the Naval Enterprise for corrective action.
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Life Safety Issues Associated with Shipboard Fires
Afloat Safety provided initial analysis, findings and recommendations for 15 Class A mishaps involving shipboard fires over the 
past 12 years. Our endorsement supported the Vice Chief of Naval Operations (VCNO) letter to Commander, U.S. Fleet Forces 
(CUSFF) Command; Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet (COMPACFLT); Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA); 
and Commander, Navy Installations Command (CNIC) to conduct deep-dive driving enduring change in shipboard fire safety 
outcomes.

CODE 31 (SURFACE DIVISION)
Dynamic Safety Assessments
• Calendar year 2020 marked the first full year conducting AOSAs under the new dynamic (underway) format as a predictable 

part of the deploying group’s (Carrier Strike Group (CSG), or Expeditionary Strike Group (ESG)) Optimized Fleet Response 
Plan (OFRP). 

• Persevering through COVID restrictions, the Afloat Directorate completed 12 assessments, including comprehensive events 
for CSG ELEVEN (USS Nimitz) and ESG THREE (USS Makin Island), providing critical insights to commanding officers (CO) 
and SG Commanders. 

• During these assessments, the Afloat Safety Directorate observed watchstanders on the bridge, in the Combat Information 
Center (CIC), on the foc’sle or refueling stations and in engineering spaces while the ships conducted normal operations and 
various special evolutions. 

• The goals are to provide insight to the CO on how well Sailors are incorporating safety on the deckplates, develop a 
picture of how the unit actually values safety and assess understanding of the unit’s level of safety knowledge and any 
impediments to safety. 

• We placed emphasis on identification of indicators of common causal factors learned from historical surface ship mishaps. 
• Our feedback, paired with predictive analysis, helped identify and address specific areas of safety concern and played an 

important role in reducing fiscal year (FY) 20 mishaps.
• The areas assessed were procedural compliance, ownership, level of knowledge, Risk Management and Plan, Brief, Execute, 

Debrief (PBED) and Formality and Forceful Backup. 
• This is accomplished by looking at programmatic, watch standing, interviews, evolutions and fatigue management. 
• The process reinforces the Sound Shipboard Operating Principles and Procedures as well as Safety Program compliance.

CODE 33 (SUBMARINE DIVISION)

USS MIAMI Fire Corrective Actions Review
• Code 33 combined efforts with COMSUBPAC and COMSUBLANT to formally review and assess the effectiveness of the USS 

Miami fire corrective actions.
• The review board’s goal was to assess all intermediate, regional and depot level submarine repair facilities’ firefighting 

preparedness and prevention efforts. The review also included Submarine Learning Centers and federal firefighting 
agencies.

• After extensive interviews and data collection, the Miami review board was able to identify persistent Submarine Force gaps 
and vulnerabilities, which can reduce the margin of safety. 

• The review board examined the practical application of policies and procedures as well as lines of effort among 
maintenance activities, training facilities and submarines. 

• The Miami review board’s findings and recommendations will be incorporated into Naval Enterprise policy and procedures 
resulting in a sustained and meaningful impact on Naval Enterprise safety.

SAFETY PROMOTION PRODUCTS

Lessons Learned 
• LL 20-20 Shipboard Alarms - Discussed lessons learned based on the findings of the published Shipboard Alarms Safety 

Bulletin. 
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SHIP SAFETY BULLETIN (SSB) AND FLASH ARTICLES

• Clearing Barrel Procedures -  Addressed the number one Safety Assessment discrepancy identified by 
NAVSAFECEN for Weapons Department by identifying how clearing barrel procedures are performed on ships. 
This procedure occurs several times per day and is the genesis for establishing a safe weapon condition, but 
is often disregarded, or performed incorrectly.

• Shipboard Alarms - Addressed a concern that 93% of 42 surface ships that had been assessed demonstrated 
a lackadaisical attitude toward active or faulty alarm indications and in addition were not properly mitigated. 

• Effects of Poor Log Keeping -  The Surface Safety Cell at Commander Naval Surface Forces (CNSF) examined 
over 100 Class A and B mishaps that occurred over the past 20 years and identified six traits that were 
common to all of them. One of the six traits was “Poor log keeping as a practice.” The Afloat Directorate 
determined that while “Poor log keeping” may not be a direct cause of a mishap, it does make it more difficult 
for mishap reconstruction and trend analysis. 

• HAZMAT Storage - Addressed the concern that after conducting multiple safety assessments, the presence 
of hazmat storage in unauthorized spaces remains a prevalent issue.

• Sound Shipboard Operating Principles and Procedures - Addressed the concern that 12 of 17 assessments 
revealed a significant degradation in adherence to the philosophy of Sound Shipboard Operating Principles 
and Procedures (SSOP).

• Compressed Gas Cylinders - Addressed the concern of improper gas cylinder stowage. Improper stowage 
could lead (and has led) to mishaps. In several cases, it was determined that the Zone Inspection program is 
failing to identify these discrepancies and thereby motivate and move Sailors to correct them.

• Deck Life Preservers - Addressed the concern of Sailors who were conducting high-risk evolutions without the 
proper protective equipment (PPE).

• Doors, Hatches and Scuttles - Addressed the concern that there were more than 750 Sailors injured in 
mishaps involving Water Tight Doors (WTD) since October 2015. Every one of these mishaps were determined 
to be preventable. 

• Factual Lines About Submarine Hazards (FLASH) Newsletter Articles - Information tailored to the submarine 
community.

• Brief Basics - Reviews Submarine Organization and Regulation Manual (SORM) articles on preparing, 
conducting and evaluating of briefs as a means to certify readiness to conduct a given evolution.

• LL 20-02 Pyro Locker Flooding - Discussed lessons learned from maintenance evolutions that led to flooding 
a pyro locker on a submarine.

• LL 20-10 Shipboard Work Controls - Discussed lessons learned from improper work controls during diving 
operations. Reviews Joint Fleet Maintenance Manual (JFMM) requirement for correctly utilizing Work 
Authorization Form (WAF) job description block and safety implications the authorizing officer must consider 
before authorizing work. LL 20-12 Afloat Electrical Shock - Discussed lessons learned from an electrical 
shock event in which maintenance personnel did not follow established safety precautions and guidelines and 
discussed importance of procedural compliance when conducting maintenance evolutions.
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FY20 Afloat Safety Summary of Class A Mishaps
While moored pier side during holiday routine, a ship experienced a Class C fire, resulting in extensive damage to 
the Main Machinery Room. 
 
While underway conducting sea trials, a ship was conducting PMS (AFFF testing). The ship experienced a fire 
main rupture, which caused flooding in the Aviation Parts Storeroom and resulted in extensive damage. 
 
While underway, a service member fell down an exterior ladder well, suffering a severe head injury with skull 
fracture. 

• Small Arms Safety: Negligent Discharges
Discusses small arms safety rules for watchstanders and supervisors, clearing barrel practices, best maintenance practices 
and reviews Conventional Weapons Manual qualification requirements. 

• Damage Control: A Year in Review
Review of the most common discrepancies noted on Afloat Operational Safety Assessments in the area of Damage Control 
and provided suggested actions for boats to ensure discrepancies are not repeated. 

• Firefighting Readiness
Discussion on USS Miami fire. Review of procedures and practices to enable and ensure high-level crew performance when 
damage control efforts are needed.

• Plastic Starters
Review of reasons why plastic starters are not used in the Naval Enterprise and subsequent actions required when plastic 
starters are found to be in use.

• HAZMAT
Discussion of best practices as seen on Afloat Operational Safety Assessments regarding HAZMAT storage, labeling, 
inventories, and administration.

• WESS and RMI Utilization and Reporting
Discussed mishap and HAZREP reporting requirements and use of the submarine community’s singular reporting to ensure all 
required reports are submitted through WESS or RMI promptly.

• When Field Day Leads to Sick Bay
Discussed events such as shocks, slips, falls, cuts, and contusions that have occurred during cleaning evolutions and ways for 
Sailors and supervisors to mitigate risks associated with standard field day practices.

• Pyro Locker Flooding
Discussed lessons learned from maintenance evolutions that led to flooding in a pyro locker on a submarine. 
 
• History Repeats Itself
Review of Submarine Safety Officer and council administration over a 22-year period. Discusses continuing discrepancies in 
the administration of safety programs on board submarines.

• Working Over the Side
Requirements and references to review for work outside the lifelines of a submarine, including recurring deficiencies found on 
Afloat Operational Safety Assessments. 
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FY20 Afloat Safety Summary of Class A Mishaps - 
Continued 
 
While underway, a ship experienced a high lube oil filter differential pressure to the Port Combining Gear, resulting 
in a Combining Gear failure. 
 
While moored pierside a ship experienced a Class B fire in Cargo Hold 10, resulting in extensive damage. 
 
While moored pierside during maintenance availability, a ship experienced a fire resulting in extensive damage.

2020 Class A Mishaps

While moored pierside, in holiday routine, a ship experienced a Class “C” fire, which resulted in extensive 
damage to the Main Machinery Room.   

MCM
CLASS

LHD
CLASS

CG
CLASS

LCS
CLASS

While underway, conducting sea trials, a ship was conducting PMS (AFF Testing). The ship experienced a 
Fire Main rupture, causing flooding in the Aviation Parts storeroom, resulting in extensive damage.  
 

While underway, a service member fell down an exterior ladderwell, suffering a severe head injury.

While underway, a ship experienced a high lube oil filter differential pressure to the Port Combining Gear, 
resulting in a combining Gear Failure.

LHD
CLASS

LHD
CLASS

While moored pierside, a ship experienced a Class “B” fire in its cargo hold, resulting in extensive damage. 

While moored pierside, in a maintenance availability, a ship experienced a fire, which resulted in extensive 
damage.

Check out the Afloat Directorate`s safety promotions products below. 
The products include: Flash,  Ship`s Safety Bulletin and trifolds.  
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APPENDIX D: CODE 40
 
OPERATIONAL RISK 
MANAGEMENT/
EXPEDITIONARY WARFARE 
DIRECTORATE

About Us

The Operational Risk Management and Expeditionary 
Warfare (ORM/EXW) Directorate (Code 40) provides the 
expeditionary community with data from Naval Enterprise 
assurance visits and statistical trend analysis based on 
reported data and safety surveys that identify six areas 
of excellence: communication, leadership, knowledge, 
involvement, resources, and reporting. 

Additionally, as the Culture Workshop Program Manager, 
the directorate provides the Naval Enterprise with 
aggregated data derived from cultural workshops across 
the enterprise.
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SAFETY RISK MANAGEMENT

Web-Enabled Safety System (WESS) to Risk Management Information (RMI) transition and Dive Jump Reporting 
System (DJRS). 

• The directorate provided subject matter expert (SME) support and months of technical assessments and input to 
ensure a smooth transition from WESS to the new RMI system. 

• SMEs provided several sanitized safety investigation reports (SSIR) in support of government testing for RMI. The 
SMEs provided needed training to Naval Enterprise personnel regarding DJRS functionality. 

• The SMEs also provided assistance for the DJRS upgrades and continue to work on the system to ensure future 
communication between RMI and DJRS is successful.

• The DJRS serves 31,895 users from 10 agencies across the U.S. government. There were 12,036 dive logs 
encompassing 144,987 dives. Naval Safety Center (NAVSAFECEN) SMEs assisted with 935 customer engagements 
via Kapsuun Group (KG). 

• Executed 50 hours of live web-enabled training on mishap reporting criteria and system applications for 856 
personnel. Conducted 348 hours of research and data extraction from 200 mishap investigations creating test 
scenarios for the new RMI Streamlined Incident Reporting (SIR). 

• Launched the auto-populate function enabling users to initiate a mishap or hazard report in DJRS for transfer into 
RMI-SIR. Developed associated training material for customer use.

SAFETY ASSURANCE

Assessments
Assessments improve unit operational readiness by identifying unsafe conditions, practices, and procedures and 
increasing the hazard awareness of unit personnel through proper application of risk management. A safety assessment 
evaluates risk management and safety culture and disseminates instructions, best practices, and lessons learned across 
the enterprise.

Assessment Totals
• Expeditionary Operational Safety Assessments (EOSA) – 4
• Navy and Marine Corps Assessments/Inspections Premeditated Personnel Parachuting (P3) – 3
• High-Risk Training Assessments – 3
• Diving Safety Assessments – 14
• ORM Assurance Visit – 1 

EOSAs
The EOSAs assess the command’s risk management and safety culture related to day-to-day and mission operations. 
The goal is to observe the use of critical thinking, decision-making, and communication through the lens of risk 
management to improve those areas. The EOSAs observe how the unit identifies and mitigates the risk to mission/risk 
to force throughout their daily operations. These assessments also attempt to look at commands holistically to help 
identify root problems within the organization. 

Four EOSAs were conducted in fiscal year 2020 (FY20) before COVID-19 restrictions were implemented: Amphibious 
Construction Battalion 2 (ACB 2), Beachmaster Unit 2 (BMU 2), Coastal Riverine Squadron (CRS 3), and Construction 
Battalion Maintenance Unit 202 (CBMU 202). 

The Expeditionary Directorate also summarized and highlighted the consolidated recurring finding from past 
assessments of Naval Beach Group commands and Maritime Expeditionary Security Squadrons (previously known as 
Coastal Riverine Squadrons). 

A more detailed summary of EOSA findings can be found at FY20 EOSA Consolidated Findings, on page 18.
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SAFETY RISK MANAGEMENT

Navy Airborne Operations Program Safety Assessments
These Chief of Naval Operations (CNO)-directed safety assessments look at command risk management for maintenance 
and operations related to the Navy Airborne Operations Program. The assessment team ensures safe, effective, and efficient 
maintenance practices are being followed and observes the use of critical thinking, decision-making, and communication during 
personnel and equipment airborne operations. 

Three assessments were conducted in FY20: Explosive Ordnance Disposal Training and Evaluation Unit 2 (EODTEU 2), Seal 
Team 5 (ST 5), and Naval Special Warfare Advanced Training Center (NSW ATC). The Jump SMEs also summarized and 
highlighted the recurring findings from these assessments of NSW and units. The following is a synopsis:

Navy Airborne Operations Program Issues 
Lack of military oversight for contract parachute riggers is causing a rise in improper packing and inspections of personnel 
parachute systems. This issue was identified both on Airborne Safety Assessments and through the submission of malfunction 
reports via DD Form 1748-2. Naval Safety Center Jump SMEs continued to inform the force of their responsibilities when 
dealing with contract parachute riggers. 

Lack of reporting for malfunctions and incidents as required by OPNAVINSTs 3501.225D Navy Airborne Operations Program; 
4630.24D Joint Airdrop Inspection Records, Malfunction/Incident Investigations, and Activity Reporting; and 5102.1D Navy and 
Marine Corps Mishap and Safety Investigation, Reporting, and Record Keeping. This issue was identified during Airborne Safety 
Assessments and at multiple Malfunction Review Boards. Earlier in the year, jump SMEs released a message to address the lack 
of incident reporting within the airborne force. The message outlined the reporting timeline requirements for the Department of 
Defense (DOD) and the Department of the Navy (DON). While malfunctions and incident reporting improved, there are still units 
not reporting properly.

It was noted that military freefall physicals for DOD civilians were not validated or tracked by command medical departments. 
This discrepancy was identified and presented to type commands (TYCOM) for mitigation. 

Army and Navy Assessments
As part of a mutual venture, the EXW Division conducted a joint assessment with Army maritime safety assessors on their 
landing craft, similar to Navy Landing Craft Utilities (LCU). Army assessors also joined the Navy on an assessment of one of 
the Navy units to observe the EOSA process. This exchange of information and ideas was invaluable to both parties. The Army 
assessors were very interested in how the Navy observed commands holistically and mentioned the potential of incorporating 
the Navy’s process into their own. 

Carrier Strike Group (CSG) Assessments
Assessed CSG-15 CVN operations mission planning conference through battle rhythm reviews and exercise briefings 
demonstrated a thorough understanding of risk to mission and risk to force and application of ORM for the scheduled underway 
period. 

High-Risk Training (HRT) Assessments
HRT completed three assessments in 2020: Maritime Expeditionary Security Group ONE (former Coastal Riverine Group (CRG) 
1, Expeditionary Warfare Training Group, Pacific (EWTGPAC), and Helicopter Sea Squadron THREE (HSC-3). 
• CRG-1 continued to implement HRT requirements throughout their command. EWTGPAC’s assessment continued to show 

evidence of an inconsistent program due to constant TSO turnover and fragmented management of the program. Since 
then, EWTGPAC hired a permanent TSO. However, there continues to be a lack of oversight from Echelons 2 and 3. 

• HSC-3’s SAR HRT assessment had no issues other than lack of oversight by Echelons 2 and 3. However, upon review of 
their program, they had received support and guidance from Naval Education and Training Command (NETC) Schools 
Command Swim Site San Diego. There is a Memorandum of Agreement between NASC and HSC-3 that will require NETC to 
provide oversight.

Diving Safety Assessments
• U.S. Navy:
• Naval Submarine Medical Research Laboratory (NSMRL), Groton, CT
• Southeast Regional Maintenance Center (SERMC), Mayport, FL
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• Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance (PHNSY & IMF), HI
• Mobile Diving and Salvage Unit (MDSU 2), Little Creek, VA
• EOD Mobile Unit (MU) One, Point Loma, CA
• EOD Expeditionary Support Unit (ESU) One, San Diego, CA
• EOD TEU 2, Fort Story, VA
• Trident Refit Facility, Kings Bay, GA

U.S. Marine Corps:
• 4th Reconnaissance Battalion, 4th Marine Division Reinforced (Rein.), Marine Reserve Force (MFR), San Antonio, TX
• Detachment 4th Force Reconnaissance Company, 4th Marine Division, Fleet Marine Force (FMF), Kaneohe, HI
• 4th Force Reconnaissance Company, 4th Marine Division (Rein.), FMF, Alameda, CA
• Marine Corps Systems Command (MARSYSCOM), Quantico, VA

U.S. Coast Guard DORI/DSA:
• Aviation Technical Training Center (ATTC), Elizabeth City, NC
• Regional Dive Locker East (RDLE), Portsmouth, VA

The assessments identified numerous issues at the 4th Reconnaissance Battalion, 4th Marine Division, MRF. The 
discrepancies stemmed from the command’s manning and organizational structure. The dive locker was manned by one 
Navy Diver First Class Petty Officer (ND1) with zero oversight between he and his commanding officer. All maintenance was 
scheduled, completed, supervised, and approved by the ND1. Recommendations for actions going forward were made to the 
chain of command, in person, on a Documented Safety Analysis (DSA) report, and to the current Master Diver sitting as the 
Marine Corps representative for the Navy Diver Senior Enlisted Advisory Team.

Investigations
Provided a military airborne SME/investigator to participate in a joint safety investigation board for a mishap involving 
a Marine Corps parachutist who parachuted from an Air Force aircraft and died after impact on an Army base. Provided 
assistance to the Army Combat Readiness Center in identifying causal factors for the mishap to prevent future occurrences.

Working Groups
Tactical Vehicle Safety Working Group – Members of the Expeditionary Warfare Directorate participated in the Joint Tactical 
Vehicle Safety Working Group as Navy representatives. Currently, the group is working to identify why personnel are entering 
service without a driver’s license and what mitigating strategies can be employed to combat this troubling trend. For example, 
personnel without a license cannot serve as duty drivers and tactical vehicle drivers, which places a strain on commands and 
causes safety concerns.

Advisory Groups and Boards
• Integrated Military Free Fall (MFF) Static Line Air Drop Advisory Group – As the DOD proponent for MFF and Special 

Operations Forces Static Line parachuting, this venue provides for collaboration and guidance affecting systems’ 
Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation (RDT&E), certification, acquisition, training, readiness, safety, and 
sustainment. 

• Parachute Malfunction Review Boards – This is a DOD airborne meeting to discuss all parachute malfunctions, determine 
trends, and make recommendations to the Airborne program as a whole as it relates to parachute operations.

• Integrated Product Team – This is a meeting of the Navy Airborne Operations Program stakeholders to discuss issues 
and make decisions to enhance the program.

Equipment Testing
Attended two Naval Air (NAVAIR) Warfare Center equipment tests (Wingboat K-Duck testing and RATIS flotation system 
testing) to determine feasibility and safety of operation for each. NAVSAFECEN participation at these events provided safety 
analysis and allowed the ability to raise safety concerns during testing. 

Mishap Recommendations
• Line of Effort (LOE) 20-03 - Mishap Recommendation Tracking and Stewardship – As part of the NAVSAFECEN LOEs for 

the command in 2020, the Expeditionary Directorate identified and began tracking all open mishap recommendations 
(MISREC) versus tracking only MISRECs generated from Class A and select Class B mishaps. In doing so, the 
Expeditionary Directorate identified 338 additional open MISRECs. After working with the safety points of contact for 
Naval Special Warfare (NSW), Navy Expeditionary Combat Command (NECC), and Naval Beach Group (NBG), all but 11 
MISRECs have been adjudicated and subsequently closed.
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• SMEs from NECC, NSW, and U.S. Fleet Forces (USFF) expended an immense amount of effort in 
providing their input, which raised awareness and facilitated the closure of these MISRECs. The SMEs’ 
combined efforts reduced these open recommendations from 353 to 11 within six months. Additionally, 
these open MISRECs were ranked and placed on a dashboard to provide Commander, NAVSAFECEN, 
and others with the top five most important MISRECs for their situational awareness.

Mishap Endorsements
The Expeditionary Directorate endorsed 11 mishaps that included live fire events; for example, negligent 
discharges, cook-offs, ammunition truck fire, severe injuries from PVC pipe falling, and a joint Navy and Coast 
Guard mishap that resulted in nine injuries, one of which was a permanent total disability of a Sailor.

SAFETY PROMOTION 

ORM Training and Education. Developed, designed, evaluated, and implemented the Navy’s Operational Risk 
Management (ORM) distributed learning curriculum. The ORM curriculum consists of a series of five ORM 
1.5 hours distributed learning asynchronous and self-paced courses; a total of 7.5 hours of courseware 
delivered on Navy eLearning Ashore and Afloat and DVD. Since 2016, the curriculum has reached an average 
of 120,000 students per year.
 
Newsletters
The Parachute Safety Analysts released two Drop Zone newsletters highlighting trends, statistics, 
malfunctions, and issues associated with DOD airborne operations. The newsletters shared ideas and 
mitigation strategies to address relevant issues.

The Diving Safety Analysts released two Diver Safety Line newsletters highlighting trends, statistics, 
malfunctions, and issues associated with DOD diving operations. The newsletters shared ideas and 
mitigation strategies to address relevant issues.

Lessons Learned (LL) and Sanitized Safety Investigation Reports (SSIRs)
• LL - Improper Planning and Training Can Lead to a Military Freefall Mishap – A parachutist conducted 

a purposeful unstable exit resulting in loss of consciousness due to blunt force trauma against aircraft. 
The jumper only survived because the parachute’s Automatic Actuation Device deployed the reserve 
parachute. 

• LL - Military Free Fall Bottom of Container (BOC) Transition Training Fatality – Discussed the need for 
additional training for proper parachute fit and the transition from previous ripcord position on the chest 
to new BOC location, which causes different instability situations.

• LL - Open Feed Tray Cover Cook-Offs – Emphasized the importance of following instructions for clearing 
weapon jams with a hot gun.

• LL - Shallow Water Blackout – Shallow water blackout can happen anywhere, even in a controlled 
training environment. Poor risk management or supervision were identified as factors. Victims of 
hypercapnia (high carbon dioxide) or hypoxia (low oxygen) in the blood can show no signs – until it’s too 
late.

• LL - Cold Water Dive Mishap – Discussed cold water diving operations performed in arduous conditions 
with two fatalities. Identifies and discusses diving operations that are routinely completed without 
incident due to effective planning, training, qualification, and supervision.

• SSIR - Crushed by HESCO® Defensive Barrier – A Sailor was crushed while unloading unconstructed 
HESCO barriers (prefabricated wire and fabric cages designed to be used for defensive walls) off a 
forklift.

• SSIR – Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) Lithium Battery Fire – A UAS battery caught fire in a weapons 
armory/cleaning and maintenance room, destroying UAS vehicles, communications gear, and weapons.

• SSIR - EOD Robot Recharging Fire – An equipment fire in a Hardside Expandable Small Air Mobile 
Shelter (HESAMS) container caused during the recharging of an EOD robot resulted in total loss of all 
government and personnel property within.

• SSIR - Night Live Fire and Maneuver (LFAM) Target Misidentification During Training – A Marine Corps 
infantry unit was conducting a platoon-level night live-fire and maneuver (LFAM) when a Marine was 
misidentified as a target and shot in the neck.
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Navy Expeditionary Combat Command FY20 Trend Summary

Navy Expeditionary Combat Command did not exhibit any significant negative trends for in FY20; overall the 
statistics were positive.

Naval Special Warfare FY20 Trend Summary

Naval Special Warfare (NSW) did not exhibit any significant negative trends for FY20 even though there was a 
slight uptick in off-duty recreation mishaps. The five-year trend for off-duty recreation mishaps is relatively flat; 
overall, it was a positive year for NSW.
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Dive Community FY20 Trend Summary

The Dive Community did not exhibit any significant negative trends for FY20; overall, it was a positive year.

Jump Community FY 2020 Trend Summary

The Jump Community did not exhibit any significant negative trends for FY20 even though there was a slight uptick in 
off-duty/Recreation mishaps. The five-year trend for off-duty recreation mishaps is relatively flat; overall, it was a positive 
year for the Jump Community.
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NBG FY 2020 Trend Summary

Naval Beach Group (NBG) continues to show a negative trend for auto, motor vehicle/on-duty, and ship mishaps 
for FY20. There was an uptick in off-duty/recreation mishaps for FY20; however, the five-year trend is positive. 
Overall, there are some areas where NBG can improve moving forward.

Figure 1 - Uniform burn marks on both riser group lines (right and left) of a Ready for Issue parachute. Found 
during Naval Safety Center inspection.

Figure 2 - One-inch friction holes in tail section of a Ready for Issue parachute canopy. Found during Naval Safety 
Center inspection.

Figure 1 Figure 2
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Class A Reports Opened in 2020

Date of Mishap Community

             SBT-12                   NSW04 Dec 2019    82

Mishap 
Command

Class A Reports Closed in 2020

Date of Mishap Community

              None                                N/A                     N/A

Mishap 
Command

Outstanding MISRECs - Expeditionary

Currently 
Due

 Number of Years Old

    NECC                      5      0        4        1        0        0       0        0        0  

Consolidated 
TYCOM

    NSW                            6                                   1        3        0        2        0       0         0        0

                                             11 

 1         2        3       4        5        6        7       8 

FY20 EOSA SUMMARY OF CONSOLIDATED FINDINGS

Consolidated Findings

The EOSAs identified the following common issues: manning, high operational tempo (OPTEMPO), training/qualifications, 
equipment/parts, maintenance, facilities, and fall protection. Some were well known and documented, while others needed 
more visibility.

• Manning
Lack of manning and fit or fill issues were concerns throughout these commands. Many of the commands did not have enough 
personnel to operate safely in all instances without increasing the risk to force.

• Operational Tempo
Short-fused tasks and changing priorities were major themes. Command “white space” was filled to the point where it impacted 
scheduled maintenance and personnel training. Crew day for some of the commands typically exceeded 15 hours during 
mission operations that supported other assets. 

For one command, it was not uncommon for personnel to have 16-hour days, including nights and weekends, with follow-on 
briefs at 3 a.m. for the next day’s mission. The overall sentiment was mission first, then self. The increased command and 
personnel task loading and the perceived pressure to get the job done created a higher risk to mission and risk to force.

• Training and Qualifications
Many of the commands did not receive personnel with all required training. Commands had to expend funds to send personnel 
on Temporary Assigned Duty (TAD) to meet these requirements, preventing newcomers from assisting the command in any way. 

High personnel turnover also affected command readiness with a compressed training cycle and no closed-loop detailing. 
Sailors may only complete one deployment cycle during their command tour and then return to the Naval Enterprise. The 
expeditionary knowledge gained during assignments was lost when Sailors transferred, and the cycle began again with newly 
assigned personnel. As such, the command was prevented from maintaining a continuity of skills for different mission sets.
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• Equipment and parts
Overuse and lack of equipment have led to contracting repairs and rentals from outside sources to meet operational 
mission requirements in some cases. 

Due some mission equipment’s age, certain parts are no longer manufactured in the Navy stock system, listed in 
the Allowance Parts List or in the Organizational Maintenance Management System. Sailors reported parts were 
cannibalized from other equipment or were manufactured on-site to ensure equipment remained operational. 

Additionally, when dealing with contractors, the timeline for ordering and receiving parts was protracted to excessive 
lengths, causing degraded mission readiness. 

• Maintenance
Most commands were using the latest version of SKED 3.2 (electronic shipboard scheduling program) but still 
having issues with extreme latency. 

The program’s latency issues interfered with planning and executing maintenance actions and degraded operational 
effectiveness. Several commands were using stand-alone systems to bypass software incompatibilities with Navy-
Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI) security protocols with some success. 

However, this did not allow the system to communicate how it was intended and therefore did not completely 
resolve the issue. Commands were in constant communication with the software manufacturer and continued 
working with software engineers to implement update patches. 

However, this transferred risk to mission should not take place at this level. A higher-level review should occur to 
ensure these issues are addressed and corrected across the community.

• Facilities
In general, the facilities of many of the commands were subpar and needed repairs of one form or another. There 
were leaking roofs, windows, and doors. A few garage and hangar bay doors were broken. The heating and cooling 
systems were also issues in a couple of the commands. Some crumbling concrete sections on an Assault Craft Unit 
(ACU) flight line were producing foreign object damage (FOD) hazards.

• Fall Protection
Fall protection issues were self-identified at some commands. One ongoing issue was the attachment points from 
which to secure harnesses when working aloft on vessels. 

Conclusion 

Most of the identified observations have been communicated up the chain of command but not necessarily in terms 
of risk – to garner the appropriate attention. A deliberate risk assessment would provide this avenue. 

The identified deficiencies were not failures of command efforts. Commands appeared to be doing as much as 
possible to accomplish the mission with available resources. This caused a false perception outside the commands 
that they could continue at this tempo because they were meeting the mission.

Previous investigations have proven that mishap causes are rarely simple and often involve a series of events 
derived from multiple latent failures that add up to a single consequential event. The aggregate of high OPTEMPO 
with manning and fit and fill issues created an environment for higher risk to mission and risk to force events. If 
these issues are addressed adequately, then the future mishap chain may be broken, and a catastrophic event 
averted. A
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APPENDIX E: CODE 50
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AND 
SAFETY PROMOTIONS (KMSP) 
DIRECTORATE

About Us

The Knowledge Management and Safety Promotions 
Directorate (Code 50) spent 2020 providing advanced data 
analytics as well as in-depth studies, trends, data 
visualization and communication products to the naval 
enterprise to promote a culture of excellence across the 
Navy and Marine Corps.

The KMSP Directorate reaches across all warfare communities and areas of expertise of the Naval Safety Center and is a key 
driver in NAVSAFECEN’s transformation into a forward-looking organization that provides advanced analytics and 
sophisticated modeling data that can be used to prevent and mitigate mishaps. KMSP is responsible for database 
management, data modeling and analytics, developing and tracking leading indicators for safety, and promulgating safety and 
risk management information to Naval Enterprise stakeholders. 

The KMSP Directorate is comprised of two functions: Knowledge Management via the Data Management and Data Services 
Directorate and Safety Promotions and public affairs, executed by the Media and Communications Division and Lessons 
Learned Division.

2020 Overview
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SAFETY RISK MANAGEMENT

KMSP is the steward of Safety Risk Management for NAVSAFECEN’s Safety Management System. 

The directorate began working toward two major efforts designed to improve tools and processes in 2020. 

• The Data Management Division began a comprehensive data visualization effort designed to provide Naval Enterprise 
customers necessary tools for tracking and exploring safety issues taking place in operational forces. For example, 
the first dashboard produced provides data on Carrier Strike Groups. In addition, the directorate also began developing 
management metrics for Quality Control for data inputs. Both programs are exploratory and ongoing.

• Implementation of the KMSP SharePoint site, a one-stop repository allowing users to share their products with      
colleagues and across the Naval Enterprise, streamlining the communication flow and promulgating transparency, 
information sharing and collaboration.

Both the Data Administration and Programming directorates completed tasking to enable the continued operation of the 
WESS, while fully supporting the RMI initiative efforts.

SAFETY PROMOTION

KMSP provides various communication products to support the needs of specific Naval Enterprise communities as well as 
a broad range of informational and strategic communication products tailored to the needs of NAVSAFECEN’s internal and 
external audiences.

Unit Pulse Scan

The Unit Pulse Scan is an innovative, narrative-based research tool that gives unbiased feedback of a happenings at a 
command. The narrative is depicted as a free-thought written story, and from that, the analysis conducted by NAVSAFECEN 
personnel generates actionable insights and guides command interventions. 

The method provides an approach to capture, analyze, and identify command behaviors and leading indicators that are 
not identified through traditional measures, such as safety reports or assurance visits. This method, conducted at the 
command’s request, enhances leadership’s ability in identifying risk factors, promotes awareness, and enables targeted risk 
mitigations along with corrective actions.

The Operations Research Division conducts studies using advanced and predictive data analysis and shares its finding 
DON-wide through studies and analysis. The Safety Promotions Division further shares these findings via magazines, 
newsletters, Lessons Learned and Sanitized Safety Investigation Reports. The Operations Research Division researched 
and published four studies in 2020:

Media and Communications Division

KMSP’s Safety Promotions media branch provides a full range of internal and external public affairs and strategic 
communications services for NAVSAFECEN and its stakeholders.

• In 2020, KMSP launched Dataline, a recurring newsletter intended to promulgate their efforts toward achieving our 
lines of effort. Safety Promotions produced two issues over the year. Dataline raised awareness of KMSP’s studies 
and resources, to include Mitigating Shipboard Forklift Risks, Psychological Safety in the workplace, the Pulse Scan 
research tool, and Tableau data visualization. 

• Media communications staff responded to four FOIA requests and resolved 50 media queries on issues to include 
Class A mishaps, PMV accidents, safety policies and requests for statistical data. 

• In CY 2020, Safety Promotions published 38 press releases, three issues of Approach magazine, two issues of MECH 
magazine, a special edition “101 Days of Summer” magazine and a special edition Risk Management Information 
(RMI) magazine. 
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• The division provided copy editing, layout and design and editorial supervision for three editions of the Ship’s 
Safety Bulletin, three FLASH (submarine community) safety grams, 18 aviation safety grams, two expeditionary 
safety grams, and three Shore safety grams. The team also provided two articles and graphics for the National 
Safety Council’s Family Health and Safety Magazine and tailored tri-folds to each individual division.

• Safety Promotions also provided Public Affairs support to the Commander, Naval Safety Center, who served 
as regional chair for the 2020 Navy-Marine Corps Relief Society Active Duty Fund Drive. The drive faced unique 
challenges with COVID 19 and communicating in a telework environment with Sailors and Marines. Because of 
these unique challenges, the Fund Drive was extended to 30 June – more than 60 days longer than ever before. 

• In April, Safety Promotions publicized the online 28th Annual Joint Safety and Environmental Professional 
Development Symposium, providing recaps on Social Media platforms. More than 3,500 participants registered 
for the event. 

Digital Platforms

Safety Promotions uses the following online communication channels to promote NAVSAFECEN 
messaging: public-facing website; Issuu digital publishing platform for NAVSAFECEN magazines; Facebook, Twitter 
and LinkedIn social media platforms; Defense Visual Information Distribution Service, and Department of Defense 
(DOD) Live.
• In March 2020, NAVSAFECEN upgraded its public website presence to bring the branding into sync across the 

digital spectrum, including social media, using “Naval Safety Center” as the key element and standardizing 
hashtags and word tags. We simplified the finding of the website when searching for it on search engines, 
reducing the need to include the “www” when typing directly into the address bar, and freshened up the overall 
look of the site with an update. We are continually improving our website by adding and updating relevant 
content and products so that safety units in the field can remind workers that safety is a key priority, regardless 
of the season or the job.

• NAVSAFECEN relies on its public website as a powerful safety promotion tool to interact with stakeholders. 
We began using Google Analytics in June 2020 to help us understand our visitors’ behavior to improve our 
measurement of audience traffic and better quantify the information we provide to the Naval Enterprise. 
Metrics collected in 2020 and in the future will continue to inform our digital plans for developing and sharing 
safety-oriented material with the Naval Enterprise to reinforce the underpinning theme of preventing on- and 
off-the-job mishaps in support of preserving mission readiness and keeping our Sailors, Marines, and civilians 
safe.

 

Multimedia Production

 To highlight the Naval Safety Center mission, the team produced more than 10 safety presentations, and roughly 
20 videos highlighting “101 Days of Summer,” Winter Safety tips, Distracted Walking, Lessons Learned and 
Mishap Summaries. The team also produced more than 40 infographics, posters and multimedia products tailored 
toward safety initiatives, programs and training. 

The Lessons Learned Division actively collects, analyzes, publishes and archives safety lesson learned information 
to include trends, analysis and best practices. These products are disseminated via email and can also be found on 
the Naval Safety Center website.

• Lessons Learned (LL) - A safety LL is an article intended to convey a message of how to prevent a future 
mishap. The content and style of LLs will vary, and LLs may be based upon a single mishap or hazard, a series 
of incidents, a general mishap category, or an identified best practice. The titles are numbered by calendar year.

• Sanitized Safety Investigation Reports (SSIR) -  A SSIR is a redacted safety investigation report which 
has been sanitized of safety-privileged information and condensed into a concise, readable format which 
conveys a clear message to Navy and Marine operators of what happened, why it happened, and how to avoid 
repeating the mishap. The narrative, causal factors, and recommendations are simplified versions of what was 
determined by the original investigators and endorsers. The titles are numbered by calendar year. During 2020, 
the Naval Safety Center developed and disseminated the following LLs (22) and SSIRs (17) for the Navy and 
Marine Corps.
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LESSONS LEARNED

• LL 20-01 Winter Electrical Safety
• LL 20-02 Winter Sports Mishaps
• LL 20-03 Aircraft Damaged During Dynamic Maintenance
• LL 20-04 Distracted Walking
• LL 20-05 HMMWV Gunner Harness
• LL 20-06 Off-Duty Firearms
• LL 20-07 Slips, Trips, and Dental Trauma
• LL 20-08 Indirect Fire Commands
• LL 20-09 Improper Stowage and Securing for Sea
• LL 20-10 Shipboard Work Controls
• LL 20-11 Aircraft Canopy Crunches
• LL 20-12 Mishaps of Summer
• LL 20-13 Open Feed Tray Cook-Offs
• LL 20-14 Fireworks Mishaps
• LL 20-15 Shipboard Hot Work
• LL 20-16 Line Handling
• LL 20-17 Falling Object Hazards
• LL 20-18 Swimming Mishaps
• LL 20-19 Shallow Water Blackout
• LL 20-20 Shipboard Alarms
• LL 20-21 E-Scooters (Episode II)
• LL 20-22 Fatigued Driving

SANITIZED SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORTS (SSIR)

• SSIR 20-01 Shipboard Forklift Mishap
• SSIR 20-02 Pyro Locker Flooding
• SSIR 20-03 Breaching Demolition Mishap
• SSIR 20-04 Helicopter Fire In Flight
• SSIR 20-05 Aircraft Wire Strike
• SSIR 20-06 Dropped Ship’s Antenna
• SSIR 20-07 Shipboard Bulkhead Fire
• SSIR 20-08 Aircraft In-Flight Fuel Dump Fire
• SSIR 20-09 Road Guard Struck by Crossfire
• SSIR 20-10 Working Aloft Fatal Fall
• SSIR 20-11 Aviation Ordnance Upload Injury
• SSIR 20-12 Afloat Electrical Shock
• SSIR 20-13 Night LFAM Target Misidentification
• SSIR 20-14 Explosive Wire Cutter Fatal Mishap
• SSIR 20-15 Helo GUNNEX TFOA
• SSIR 20-16 Aircraft CAS Mishap (CFIT)
• SSIR 20-17 Maintainer Fall from Aircraft

All of these Lessons Learned and Sanitized SIRs are available on the “Lessons Learned” pages of the Naval Safety Center’s 
CAC-enabled website, https://intelshare.intelink.gov/sites/nsc/Pages/default.aspx.

Directions are as follows:

1. New Users: Request access to the website.
2. Click the “Lessons Learned” icon on the main page (looks like a chalkboard).
3. Under “Lessons Learned Communities”, click the relevant community folder.
4. Select the LL/SSIR of interest.

The subset of Lessons Learned that are not Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) are also posted on the lessons learned 
page of the Naval Safety Center’s public website, https://navalsafetycenter.navy.mil/Safety-Promotions/Lessons-Learned/.
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About Us

The Mishap Investigation Directorate (Code 90) provides 
onsite and distance investigative support for Navy and 
Marine Corps mishaps covered under the OPNAV 3750.6 
Naval Aviation Safety Management Systems series and 
OPNAV/MCO 5102.1 Navy and Marine Corps Mishap 
and Safety Investigation, Reporting, and Record Keeping 
Manual series instructions.

APPENDIX F: CODE 90 

MISHAP INVESTIGATIONS 
DIRECTORATE

From initial notification through salvage, investigation, and wreckage and evidence release, highly qualified and experienced 
Naval Safety Center investigators guide organizations through the process. The Mishap Investigations Directorate 
maintains an extensive contact network of engineering and subject matter experts who can provide technical expertise 
during investigations.

In addition to the investigation team’s high operational tempo (OPTEMPO) primarily supporting Class A investigations, 
investigators are equally engaged in numerous other opportunities and initiatives that support the NAVSAFECEN mission. 
Their efforts in reducing mishaps to improve readiness consist of: extending support for Class B and below mishaps; 
assisting in the development and dissemination of LLs and SSIRs for the Afloat, Ashore, Aviation, and Expeditionary 
communities; conducting High Risk Training Assessments; conducting Marine Corps Ground Studies; providing Ground 
Mishap Investigation Courses to increase aptitude for Ground Safety Officers and Ground Safety Managers; and submitting 
Analysis papers.

During FY20, the Investigations Directorate actively contributed though innovative projects aimed at strengthening Safety 
Management System (SMS) pillars across the Naval Enterprise. 

2020 Overview
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SAFETY ASSURANCE 

Investigations, Mishap Boards, Safety Assurance Products, and Services

• In 2020, the timely completion of the endorsement process for safety investigation reports and the
implementation of mishap and hazard recommendations (MISRECs and HAZRECs) left much room
for improvement. Delays with the endorsement process, primarily due to the endorsement process
utilized under the Web-Enabled Safety System (WESS) and implementation of MISRECs/HAZRECs
– some for multiple years - incurred continued risks to safety and operational readiness. Proactively
working with stakeholders throughout the Naval Enterprise, The Investigations Directorate facilitated
the closure of seven Afloat, 13 Aviation, 20 Shore, and 31 Marine Corps Ground investigations.

• The mishap Investigations Directorate provided remote support to the Aviation Mishap Board (AMB)
and F414 Fleet Support Team (FST) for a VAQ-132 Class A engine failure/over temperature mishap,
which occurred in August 2020 and cost $1.6 million. NAVSAFCEN’s coordination helped determine
that both fatigue from a turbine blade and engine starting logic resulted in an engine hot start that
ultimately led to engine failure. Corrective action to fix these issues has been provided to the Naval
Enterprise. These findings and corrective actions will directly reduce cost during similar events,
saving the taxpayer $1.6 million per potential future occurrence.

• Afloat/Shore submitted a Naval Enterprise-wide Safety Assurance Letter: After reviewing 15 different
shipboard fires, there is non-compliance with policy. Thirteen of these fires occurred while ships were
in port and the majority of these fires began outside of standard ship working hours. Post review of
these fire mishaps found that production, meeting timelines, and cost concerns were the primary
focus of leadership down to the team level. Compliance was noted as a secondary focus.

• In a plurality of these mishaps, focus was consistently lost on basic risk mitigation strategies and,
controls, and the importance of required training, effective watch bills, appropriate daily meetings
and communication, daily walk-throughs, and oversight assessments and inspections were not
always primary safety considerations. Cumulative hazards resulted from a gradual, unrecognized
accumulation of risk – despite the controls delineated in governing publications. Over time,
normalization of deviance occurred.

• Airfield Facilities Safety Assurance letter: Recommended the reporting and responsibility of major
airfield facility discrepancies across the Navy and Marine Corps to fall under one organization.
Recommended risk acceptance of major uncompleted discrepancies to be determined at a higher
echelon of command.

• Aviation submitted Airfield Hangar facilities Safety Letter.

• Afloat/Shore participated and assisted in a Vice Chief of Naval Operations (VCNO) special
investigation.

Date of Mishap  Community

 USS OSCAR AUSTIN      

Mishap 
Command

2020 Class A / Explosive SIB Mishap Investigations- Closed

 USS DECATUR 
 USS LAKE ERIE 

10 Nov 2018   Afloat

 9 Jul 2018  Afloat

19 Aug 2018   Afloat
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Date of Mishap  Community

 USS OSCAR AUSTIN      

Mishap 
Command

2020 Class A / Explosive SIB Mishap Investigations- Closed

 USS DECATUR 
 USS LAKE ERIE 

10 Nov 2018   Afloat

9 Jul 2018  Afloat

19 Aug 2018   Afloat

 USS GUNSTON HALL       

 USS LEYTE GULF

   USNS CESAR CHAVEZ

   USS NIMITZ

   VMFA-323, F/A-18C

   MAWTS/HMLA-369, AH-1Z

   HMH-465, CH-53E

 NTSB- NAS JAX, B737

   VMFA(AW)-224, F-18D

   VT-21, T-45C

   VMA-542, AV-8B

   HMH-465, CH-53E

   VFA-151, F/A-18E

   VAW-121, E-2D

   VX-20, E-6B

   VT-21, A FM, T-45C

   VT-21, T-45C

   USS DECATUR

   NAVSTA PEARL 

   DDG 79 OSCAR AUSTIN

   RESEARCH LAB

22 Oct 2018  Afloat

5 Feb 2019  Afloat

26 Jul 2019  Afloat

27 Sep 2019  Afloat

28 Feb 2019  Aviation

30 Mar 2019  Aviation

3 Apr 2018  Aviation

3 May 2019  Aviation

3 May 2019  Aviation

12 May 2019  Aviation

20 May 2019  Aviation

6 Jun 2019  Aviation

31 Jul 2019  Aviation

9 Aug 2019  Aviation

2 Oct 2019  Aviation

7 Oct 2019  Aviation

10 Oct 2019  Aviation

9 Jul 2018  Shore

30 Jul 2018  Shore

10 Nov 2018  Shore

2 Jan 2019  Shore

11 Feb 2019  Shore

22 Feb 2019  Shore

17 Mar 2019  Shore

11 Apr 2019  Shore

23 Apr 2019  Shore

19 May 2019  Shore

28 May 2019  Shore

6 Jun 2019  Shore

NSWC

NRTC GREAT LAKES

NSWBTC

NSWG/SBT-22

NRTC GREAT LAKES

CINCPACFLT

NSWG-4/SBT-4

NSWC/SBT-12
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Date of Mishap  CommunityMishap 
Command

 NAVSUPPACT MIDLANT

1ST BN 24TH MARINES

3RD BN 3D MARINES

BLT 1/2

2nd TSB

1st BN 5th MARINES

1st BN 3RD MARINES

1st MARINE RAIDER BN

2ND BN 4TH MAR

SPMAGTF-SC19

1ST LAR

1ST LAR

27 Jun 2019   Shore

31 Jul 2019   Shore

19 Aug 2019   Shore

21 Sep 2019   Shore

27 Sep 2019   Shore

14 Nov 2019   Shore

30 Nov 2019   Shore

18 Dec 2019  Shore

8 Mar 2018  Marine

18 Jan 2019  Marine

24 Mar 2019  Marine

8 Apr 2019  Marine

11 Apr 2019  Marine

12 Apr 2019  Marine

13 Apr 2019  Marine

20 Apr 2019  Marine

7 May 2019  Marine

9 May 2019  Marine

12 May 2019  Marine

 USNS MCLEAN

   NSWBTC

  USS GEORGE WASHINGTON

   NSA ANNAPOLIS

   NSWATC

   USS IWO JIMA

   COMNAVREG MIDLANT

1ST BN 23D MARINES

1st BN 25TH MARINES

1ST BN 25TH MARINES

MC SFBN KINGS BAY

4TH MC DISTRICT

MCIPAC

2D BN 5TH MAR

MCAGCC

3D BN 1ST MARINES

1st TRANS SUP BN

1ST CEB

3D BN 3 MARINES

1ST BN 3D MARINE

15 Jun 2019  Marine

28 Jul 2019  Marine

31 Jul 2019  Marine

18 Aug 2019  Marine

21 Aug 2019  Marine

6 Sep 2019  Marine

10 Sep 2019  Marine

22 Sep 2019  Marine

23 Sep 2019  Marine

20 Oct 2019  Marine

21 Oct 2019  Marine

22 Oct 2019  Marine

14 Jan 2017  Marine

2020 Class A / Explosive SIB Mishap Investigations- Closed
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Date of Mishap  CommunityMishap 
Command

2020 Class A / Explosive SIB Mishap Investigations- Closed

  4TH MARINE REG

  3RD BN 4TH MARINES

  2D BN 8TH MARINES

  4TH MARINE REG

  MRF-D

  3RD BN 4TH MARINES

 3RD BN 25TH MARINES

5 May 2017  Marine

19 Mar 2018  Marine

8 May 2018  Marine

21 Jun 2018  Marine

13 Sep 2018  Marine

6 May 2018  Marine

12 Jun 2019  Marine

Class A / Explosive Safety Investigation Board Mishap Investigations - 
Open as of 18 December, 2020

FY 20 proved busy for all warfare areas, as our investigators were actively engaged in carrying out several Aviation Mishap 
Boards (AMB)/SIBs. Current Class A and Explosive SIBs consist of eight Afloat, nine Shore, 18 Aviation, and 22 Marine 
Corps Ground SIBs. 

Date of Mishap
Mishap 

Command

USS FITZGERALD

USS MCCAIN

USS JASON DUNHAM

USS ESSEX

USS VELLA GULF

USS THOMAS HUDNER

USS BONHOMME RICHARD

USS DETROIT

VX-20, E-6B

VT-21, A FM, T-45C

VT-21, T-45C

VFA-137

VFA-106

VFA-106

HSC-12

17 Jun 2017  Afloat

21 Aug 2017  Afloat

8 Jul 2018  Afloat

3 Dec 2019  Afloat

10 Mar 2020  Afloat

27 Apr 2020  Afloat

12 Sep 2020  Afloat

5 Nov 2020  Afloat

2 Oct 2019  Aviation

7 Oct 2019  Aviation

10 Oct 2019  Aviation

25 Nov 2019  Aviation

16 Dec 2019  Aviation

27 Jan 2020  Aviation

28 Jan 2020  Aviation

 Community
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Active Class A / Explosive SIB Reports

Date of MishapMishap 
Command

VMM-163

VFA-154

VFA-204

HSC-2

HSC-23

VAW-116

VAW-120

HMH-366

VFA-103

VFA-11

VT-2

5 May 2020  Aviation

18 Jun 2020  Aviation

2 Jul 2020  Aviation

9 Jul 2020  Aviation

14 Aug 2020  Aviation

23 Aug 2020  Aviation

31 Aug 2020  Aviation

3 Sep 2020  Aviation

10 Sep 2020  Aviation

21 Sep 2020  Aviation

23 Oct 2020  Aviation

 Community

NSWC Crane

USNA 

NETC

30 Sep 2019  Shore

8 Feb 2020  Shore

29 Feb 2020  Shore

NSWTACDEVRON-2

NETC

NSWC PC

USS JASON DUNHAM

NAVSTA Key West

1st BN 3rd MARINES

MCIPAC

2nd BN 4Th MAR

1st LAR

RSS ORLANDO FL

4th MC DISTRICT

MCAGCC

1st TRANS SUP BN

CLB 13

TECOM

SPMAGTF-SC19

9 Mar 2020  Shore

10 Jun 2020  Shore

20 Jul 2020  Shore

16 Oct 2020  Shore 

14 Sep 2020  Shore

14 Jan 2017  Marine

6 Sep 2018  Marine

20 Apr 2019  Marine

9 May 2019  Marine

13 Aug 2019  Marine

21 Aug 2019  Marine

22 Sep 2019  Marine

20 Oct 2019  Marine

10 Mar 2020  Marine

15 Apr 2020  Marine

7 May 2020  Marine
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Active Class A / Explosive SIB Reports

Date of Mishap
Mishap 

Command

3rd BN 3rd MARINES

BLT ¼

1st BN 8th MARINES

1st CEB

MCRD PARIS ISLAND

8th ESB

3rd BN 3rd Marines

1st BN 12th Marines

RSS MACON GA

1st BN 10th Marines

2nd BN 10th Marines

29 Jun 2020  Marine

30 Jul 2020  Marine

27 May 2020  Marine

7 Jun 2020  Marine

12 Jun 2020  Marine

20 Jun 2020  Marine

16 Jul 2020  Marine

24 Jul 2020  Marine

31 Jul 2020  Marine

25 Aug 2020  Marine

18 Sep 2020  Marine

 Community

SAFETY RISK MANAGEMENT

The mishap investigations staff developed a Marine Ground Risk Calculator (MGRC), which quantifies the overall risk at the 
Marine regiment/unit levels and continued development the Aviation Risk Calculator (ARC), which quantifies overall risk at 
Navy and Marine aviation squadrons.

Further field and Beta tests of both risk calculators (MGRC/ARC) to occur in 2021. The project shows potential to be a leading 
indicator tool for Marine Ground and Naval Enterprise Aviation units.
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Figure 1. Marine Ground Risk Calculator (MGRC)



SAFETY PROMOTION

Analysis and Working Groups

• Completed MH-60 Functional Check Flight (FCF) procedures analysis. The paper identifies those procedures
which occur during MH-60 functional check flights that have historically resulted in mishaps and HAZREPs. It also
discusses actionable mitigation techniques and measures for Functional Check Pilots (FCPs) and crews to use that
reduce chances of mishap and HAZREP occurrence.

• From 2013-2020, there were seven transducer-related Class A mishaps. These mishaps resulted in a cost of over $17
million to the taxpayer. Noting this as a recurring problem, NAVSAFECEN began aggressive analysis and established
working groups to look into event causal factors.

• The working groups and focus of analysis looked at improved cable handling procedures, cable inspection, and
aircraft software upgrades along with other areas. These efforts led to a decrease in the frequency at which these
Class A transducer mishaps were occurring.

• Three transducer Class A mishaps occurred in 2018, pre-NAVSAFECEN action, and cost the taxpayer over $7 million.
Since NAVSAFECEN took action in 2018, there has only been one transducer Class A mishap (2019), and a savings of
more than $5 million taxpayer dollars was realized through the reduction of these mishap occurrences.

Figure 2. Aviation Risk Calculator (ARC)
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Lessons Learned and Sanitized Safety Investigation Reports (SSIR)

Afloat/Shore LL and SSIRs
Naval Safety Center Afloat/Ashore Investigators disseminated data towards the development of the following LLs and 
SSIRs:

• LL 20-15 Shipboard Hot Work During Availabilities
• SSIR 20-01 Shipboard Forklift Mishap
• SSIR 20-06 Dropped Ship’s Antenna
• SSIR 20-07 Shipboard Bulkhead Fire
• SSIR 20-10 Working Aloft Fatal Fall
• SSIR 20-14 Explosive Wire Cutter Fatal Mishap

SAFETY PROMOTION

Support for Expeditionary LL and SSIRs
During FY20, the Naval Safety Center Investigations Directorate developed and disseminated the following data to support 
the development of LLs and SSIRs for the Expeditionary community:

• 81mm Mortar Mishaps
• Utility Vehicle (UTV) Handling and Safety
• Indirect Fire
• Amphibious Assault Vehicle (AAV) Dangers
• Ground Safety Explosive Mishaps
• Mine Clearing Line Charge (MICLIC) Mishaps
• Swimming Mishaps
• Plane Mishaps during Taxi

Case Studies
MH-60 FCF procedures. Identifies those procedures during MH-60 functional check flights that have historically resulted in 
mishaps and HAZREPs along with mitigation measures to reduce chances of occurrence.

Other Projects
• Marines are developing an animated representation of a sinking AAV, which will be a useful egress-training tool in the

future.
• Aviation Division published an informational pamphlet to inform the Naval Enterprise of our capabilities and

responsibilities.
• Aviation Division published a Senior Member Guide for Aviation Investigations to assist Aviation Safety Officers (ASOs)

and Senior Members in the conduct of an investigation when Naval Safety Center Aircraft Mishap Investigators are not
yet on scene or in cases where squadrons do not request on-scene assistance.

Please visit our website at:
NavalSafetyCenter.navy.mil
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